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Kent State Marks Tenth
Anniversary of Shootings

Election Board

Changes Plans

1

by Timothy E. Spence
Citing a lack of support for the
party nominating conventions.'the
by Louise A. Blum
Mock Election Board this week
KENT-Trhythmical chants of
abandoned its original plans for a
"Long live the spirit of Kent and
mock election, calling instead for a
Jackson Sate." an estimated 1.500
presidential preference vote, to be
people
marched through the
held later this month.
streets of Kent. Ohio Sunday
'. The Board'soriginal plans called
morning in a prelude to the
, for,each of the several parties to
rally commemorating
afternoon's
general
nominate a candidate for a
Kent State shootings of May 4.
the
election. From the nominees, a
1970.
President would then have been
Students carrying signs reading
"elected, with students voting m
"Socialist
Workers of the World"
their housing units or sectors, with
and
"The
International Socialist
number
of
a
Revolution"
chanted: "No war for
and
Margaret
Rettew,
MacKellar, Paul
electoral votes going to the various From left: Alan Gasser,
nil and gas up the ass of the ruling
Figaro."
Review
Marriage
of
Miller
scene
from
"The
Michael
in
a
sectors. However, an apparent
class." Men wearing red
lack ' of interest displayed by on page six. Photo by Jay Heiser.
proclaiming them to be of the
students at last weekend's party
Marxist Leninist Party. USA. holdBoard
forced
to
the
conventions
six foot May Day banners,
ing
alter its plans.
shouted:
"One. two. three, four.
- Rather than voting by sector for
We
want a rich man's war.
electors, students will now vote for
by Martha Oesch '.
standards for tenure are more Two.don't
eight. Let's get rid of
four.
six.
For 30 of the faculty, tenure fe restrictive due to the overcandidates by numerical
fascist state."
the
for
preference from a list of eight
vying
a
commodity
of
which
teachers
unknown
abundance
an
A channel three helicopter
candidate options. Six candidates
seems to be getting scarcer each few select spots. The immobility of hovered
overhead and a few
wiO be on the
year. Tenure ' bestows upon tenured professors augments the
policemen
stood on the sidewalks,
Carter (D), Sen. Edward Kennedy professors the academic freedom problem. Institutions are able to
- (D).
Gov. Ronald Reagan (R. and job security which can make pick and choose ainong the best of scanning the crowd. Sunburned
George . Bush (R), Rep. John for ! a more- pleasant and the. young professors and hire marchers carried babies on their
backs, led small children by the
Anderson (I) rand Dr. . Barry uninterrupted , teaching . career. them at lower salaries.
Commoner (Cit.P).; r
With the potential for SO much
The - graduate, schools hand, and limped along in walking
Supporters of each of the power, it is inevitable that tension themselves are seen as one culprit fasts, grimly pushing past slower
candidates imB make available exists as to how it is administered. in the continuation of the tenure walkers.
At noon, the demonstrators
short reports on their candidates
In a time of increasing inflation problem. The continual
on the University comin next week's Voice. In addition.
and a tighter job market, colleges recruitment and then graduation converged
mons,
around a small
grouping
Board member Susan Reid urged
are faced with what has come to be i
..
..
that an information table be made seen as the dilemma of tenure. of Ph.D.'s without regard to the stage in front of Blanket Hid. on
available to voters. "I have a real Tenure status can be granted to a potential job market is viewed as a which twenty tombstones had
been erected in honor of those
concern about running just.a professor after a specific number
menace. As Karen Dugger,
r
movevote," Reid said. She said that of years at a college or university, sociology professor, explains, the students kiBed in
across
the
ments
nation.
the
with
familiarizing students
thus insuring him of a teaching grad schools recruit students to
At 1230. the victory bell was
position until retirement. To maintain their departments and
candidates' positions is important
tolled
twenty times-fo- ur
for the
Gregg Brebford, another Board understand the problems
thus , their jobs, regardless of students who died at Kent State
member, reported that there is i' generated by tenure today one whether or not any more s
(Allison Kraus. Jeffrey Miller. Bill
possibility both Reagan and Bush must look at its history.
needed. AO this points to the Schrneder. and Sandy Sheuer)
are
OriginaDy
Wooster
area
through
was
will pass
tenure
the
created to
colleges are economically and sixteen more for students who
provide academic freedom for fact that
when their Ohio campaigns
in both how much had died on other campuses--b- y
constrained
a
commence this month.
professors. With tenure,, additional hiring
they can do and in
Two party conventions were professors could feel freer to voice their efforts to maintain a quality ,
last Sunday night. The dissenting opinions or speak out school.
. held
Explain
Citizens Party, chaired by Melissa on an issue without the threat of
Due to these circumstances,
"
Shaffer, nominated Barry job loss. Once attained, tenure untenured
by Dianna Trover
faculty are obviously
Commoner.
served as a form of protection caught in what often appears to be
Walter Andersen, a former
The Republican Party also held against administrative , biases, a
situation. They are torn political science professor at
a sparsely attended convention personality conflicts or pervading between - the demands of the Wooster, will return to campus
Sunday, due to its lack of publicity. societal beliefs. As Melcher Fobes college
and that of the larger this week as a member of the State
Ian Hart rick spoke for George of the mathematics department
place. While Wooster's Department's Bureau of
market
Bush at the convention while points out, it provided freedom of emphasis on quality teaching is Intelligence and Research to
appealed
to speech so that all points of view on
David W. Johnson
lecture on the situation in Iran and
positively, it demands
Republicans,
Democrats and a subject could be heard, citing the viewed
and energy on the part Afghanistan.
time
much
Independents to support Ronald example of teaching evolution in of the untenured professor
' An expert on the Middle East
Reagan for President. Reagan won biology.
may
teaching
career,
of his
and South Asian affairs, he will
the nomination after a five to four . For a time Ph.D.'s were in short also feel the need to research and speak on The Iran Crisis and U.S.
VOte.
and colleges began to publish so as not to be left Policy" in convocation May 14.
',, "
i supply
snatch up professors, often beif tenure
Andersen's address will deal
ERA
coming heavily tenured in the stranded
forthcoming.
with the hostage situation and the
process. The 60's began to see an
Rally in
of Soviet
Many untenured professors are
oversupply of graduate students frustrated by the commitment assertiveness issue
in the region
byKeutnGrubb
lurned out of the , universities.
The Women's Resource Center This glut of teachers has turned that the college expects from them stretching from the Near East to
while it seems to make none in Indonesia.
and Every Woman's House in
ne job market from a seller's to a
"In this politically unstable area,
return. "We're expected to do
Wooster will be participating tn a ouyer's market today. Educational
given
the
not
we're
things
'arc of crisis' as Brezinski has
but
in
certain
rally and march tomorrow
institutions know this and can
Chicago to lend support to the afford to be more choosey in the any rewards or allowances in called it, the Soviets are gaininc
Equal Rights Amendment and its granting of tenure. Add to this the return," says Steve Johnson, potential strategic security, saic
Spanish professor. He adds, "The Andersen in a telephone
passage by the Illinois legislature in fact that many teaching positions
'
college can afford to do this and conversation Wednesday.
1980.
are already tenured up and that get professors
A highlight of his speech will dea'
coming because
Organized by - the National
usually , guarantees
tenure
a
with
a 1921 treaty between Iran
They're
carrot.
they hold the
Organization for Women (NOW),
position until retirement, ' the
the Soviet Union. Fearino-Britisand
problems
of
the
the
to
sensitive
a
is
march
and
rally
the
prospects
for untenured faculty
Colonialism, the Iranians
caught
they're
yet
but
untenured
culmination of two years of ever, obtaining tenure appear
cont. on p. 7
slight. Untenured faculty feel the
conf. on pg. 7 . '
cont. on p. 7
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pre-determin-
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man who had been arrested for
tolling the same . bell ten years
before. The crowd stood in a
silf nee broken only by the whirring
of television cameras and the
sound of helicopters overhead

o

Among the more than twenty
speakers attending the four and a
half hour rally was Ron Kovak.
shot in Vietnam in 1968 and
paralyzed for life. Kovak. author of
"Born on the Fourth of July."
spoke to the crowd from a

ed

wheelchair.
"Can you , imagine that they
would let Vietnam happen all over
again?" Kovak asked his audience.
"When I was lying in the intensive
care ward...! thought: Someday
this has to mean something.

--

T-shir- ts

Tenure Remains Unresolved Issue:

Source of Frustration for Young Profs

ballot-Presid- ent

Someday there has to be a reason
for this:
"We are approaching an incredible time In the history of this
country." Kovak said. "Every single
one of you will be asked to face the
future with courage.. future that
will inevitably be ours because the
people of this country J. have
suffered too long.
"You wifl see this agony transcended and turned into a new
hope... new movement that we
wiO aB be a part of." Kovak said,
pausing until the applause had
died away. "We are the moral
force and the hope of this
country There will be a new
government because you fought to
make it so.
"AO of this will take on new
meaning in this decade...We did
not hide from it. We faced it. we
fought, and we won."
The crowd stood and applauded
as Kovak was carried from the
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Former Professor to
Iran Crisis
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Supporters to
Chicago
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"People want justice and there's
nothing they won't do until they
get justice." said black activist and
civil rights leader Kwame Toure. It
the
is our job to continue
revolution that has been going on
"since people first appeared on the
face of the earth."
In a speech broken by applause,
cheers, and yells of' "Right on."
Toure. formerly known as Stokely
CarmichaeL informed his listeners
that the capitalist system is the
"enemy of mankind" and "seeks to
confuse people as to what is just
and what is not just."
"The enemy is the capitalist
system it must be destroyed."
Toure shouted, his words nearly
obscured by the applause of his
audience. "Influencing the system
means nothing as soon as it thinks
vou are tired, it will come back to
do the very same thing all over
ayain
"The struggle - must be every
minute of our lives ..As we advance we must make qualified
leap. .The struggle not only continues, the struggle intensifies .We
await the 80' s with great anticipation because we know all people
will be free...The people of Amer-- ront. on p. 5

I
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Revolution Must be Based
On Reason, not Emotion

The enemy is the capitalist system it must be destroyed... We must
move ahead and destroy the FBI and the CIA," cried Kwame Toure (the
former Stokety Carmichael) in Sunday's rally at Kent State University, to
the great enthusiasm of the crowd before him.
But such enthusiasm, however inspiring, is hardly the proper way to
destroy a system. Capitalism, entrenched as it is in the American lifestyle,
will never by annihilated by an enraged mob of people waving clenched
fists and screaming "Revolution!"
A revolution can be brought about only by organization; by careful
planning and calculation. It will never succeed on the foundation, of
emotion alone.
Several types of people frequent rallies of the kind held at KSU last
Sunday. Many are sincerely dedicated to their cause because they have
come to believe that it is right Remembrances of Vietnam are ones they
know can never be forgotten, just as the Nazi holocaust can never be
forgotten, just as Stalin's purges should never be forgotten except that
they are seldom remembered in the first place.
To forget an injustice is to run the risk of repeating it in the future (as is
happening now in the form of Iran). To remember it is to remember the
stupidity that led up to it, the stupidity that perpetuated it, and the
stupidity that would now seek to deny its ever having happened.
Other people are into their cause solely because it is a cause, and have
not stopped to examine just what the implications are. or what their
dedication entails.
Others are people who attend rallies just for something to do, as
exemplified by the student at Sunday's rally who yelled; "We don't want
politics, we want singers!" This type can be eliminated from further
consideration. Whatever they bring upon themselves, they deserve.
No matter what the personal motivation, when one is placed in a mob
situation his mind becomes vulnerable to influence and open to
manipulation. It is incredibly easy to become so caught up in rhythmical
chants and persuasive speakers that the prospect of 1500 people surging,
out into the world and obliterating the CIA becomes a perfectly natural
and feasible one.
But this kind of enthusiasm is quickly dissipated. The moment one
leaves the crowd and examines the situation, the idea of such an
overthrow becomes almost ludicrous. To succeed, a revolution must have
a more substantial base.
. There is one more thing that must be considered before a proper
revolution can be effected. The speakers at Sunday's rally placed great
emphasis on the destruction of the capitalist system. None, however,
proposed an alternative. What assurance does the typical revolutionary
have that the system he is overthrowing will not be replaced by one that is
even worse? These things have been known to happen.;.
Revolution is no less possible than successful reform. Bdt a revolution
of the emotions will never triumph. A revolution brought about by careful
reason, scientific analysis, and intelligent forethought can.
-

College Association Women's
Symposium" has been an
enormously exciting and successful
collaboration of artists, students.
and art historians, as all those who
participated in 'the varied and
impressive program will. confirm
Critic Spence's emphasis on the
and

Responsible for Bias of Art Editorial

ss

Dear Editor,
The College of Wooster, in spite
of numerous positive aspects such
as a unique' assortment of
professors, Independent Studies,
and a progressive international
emphasis, has several drawbacks.
Perhaps the largest of these is the
uniformity of the student body in
general. It seems that, although
international, black and Jewish
students are somewhat present.

the average student comes to
Wooster from a traditional white,
Protestant,
class
background, and most probably
grew up in the suburbs of

.

upper-middl-

Cleveland

--

e

or Washington.

Coming from such backgrounds,
it is only natural that most
Wooster students would exhibit
values typical of such waspish
upbringing. The point here is not
that the value systems of such

students are inferior, but rather
It is difficult for an

over-abundan-
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that contributes to Wooster's high attrition
rate. In particular, the recent
editorial by Timothy E. Spence
ridiculing the events seems not
only biased, but " smacks of
unprofessionality. It is hard to
ss

cont. on p. 3
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Sign Destruction
Violation of Code
Dear Editor,

......

Louise A. Blum
Martha Oesch
Dianna Troyer
.

Grubb

Kevin

Hank Sperry
Jay Heiser
Randy Webb
Pam Weiter
Missy Betcher

i

"out-of-stater-

s"

"

"

view.

1

Apparently Spence's major pretext for condemning the sym
posium (since he mentions none of

;

.

the other attendant presentations

or addresses) are the "environ-

mental art projects" he associates
with the sculpture .Serpentine
Corridor, installed by Jody Pinto
and a number of student and
community helpers. Identifying Ms.
Pinto as "an
out-of- stater. one Jody Pinto of Philaoff-camp-

us

delphia." Spence neglects to
inform us or perhaps he was
-

unaware of the substantial credentials of that sculptress. Jody
Pinto has executed constructions
for., among other patrons, the
Artpark of Lewiston. New York;
the P.S.I Institute - for Art and
Urban Resources in New York
City; and the Institute of Contemporary Art. Philadelphia. Her
individual exhibitions include those
at the Nexus Gallery' in Philadelphia, the 112 Greene Street
Gallery in New York, and the
Richard DeMarco Gallery.
on p. 3
Edin-con- t.
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Homophobia: Time to Take
Off the Masks at Wooster
to

"You're going
write an editorial on whaff' askedexclaimed a
student when I recently announced over my bacon and eggs at breakfast
that I was considering writing an editorial on homosexuality at Wooster,
"Aren't you worried about what people will think about you?"
The comment only helped reinforce the pervasive doubts I have had
about dealing with such a taboo topic at Wooster, and as I pick up this pen .
for the nth time. I still cannot help but feel queasy about seeing my initials
at the bottom of this editorial. Everybody knows (excuse the
generalization) that discussing homosexuality at Wooster is about as
palatable as the bubonic plague (certainly not to be discussed over
breakfast!), and those who incite such conversations, whether hetero or
homosexuaj.- are soon perceived "contaminated;" "quarantined" from
many of hisher peers.
This metaphorical contrast is, perhaps, extreme, and I do not want to
come off sounding like some fire and brimstone evangelist damnina a
college population who may very well be a bit more
than
my breakfast companion. Nonetheless, Vdo not think it is an exaggeration
to state that intellectual discussions of homosexuality or rather, the lack
of such discussions, is a problem on this campus. The embarrassing
question is "why?" Why the ignorance, why the degradation,, why the
, ' ....
masks? ...
The infamous purple people jokes are still amonq us. and if what the
flyers that appeared in our mail boxes in the fall of 78 said were true, then '
one out of every seven persons who still laughs at such lavender humor is
not only gay. but also a hypocrite. President Henry Copeland recently
described this campus as "heterogeneous," which is an assumption that
has its merits, but which I would debate. While it is true that Wooster
students are a motley assortment of ethnic, religious and racial heritages
and genders, despite such diversity, I believe the atmosphere at Wooster
conditions people to adopt, certain conceptions of what is acceptable
behavior and what is not Let s face it Wooster is homonhobie
Evidence of campus homophobia is not difficult to find Sunnort orouns
abound for virtually every "minority" on camDus: the Women's Ksaouree
Center, the Black Students Association. International Proararns. the
Jewish Students Association, political chapters, etc There is NO support
on p. 4 '
v
--

-

open-minde-

.

to our attention that
in the past week several students
have destroyed signs which had
been posted around the campus.
These particular signs were in
opposition to draft, registration
and American militarism. That,
however, is beside the point.
The intention of this letter is to
express our utter displeasure with
-- the students who saw fit to remove
these signs, which were a
It has come

,

Reporting Staff:
Karen McCartney, Lee Merrill, Mike Lauber, Robin Wilson, Susan Estill,
Kim Corrigan, Timothy Spence, David Burton, Deb Behrens. Kathy
Blood, Rob Corts, John Clegg. Sue ABen, Cathy Koral
' "
..
Phntogr.inhers:
& Mta WinCim r I Im"si". ftiplis!' M.iiHim. ".lul'-.- SIht '
-

t.

individual outside of such a limited
environment, either by birth or by
choice, to survive on this campus.
Perhaps it is this difficulty that
leads many of Wooster's students
to transfer.
The recent College of Wooster
Woman's Art Symposium, or
better yet, the uneducated and
often hostile reaction to it on the
part of many students, reflects the
closed-mindedne-

WOOSTER VOICE

G-1-

"out-of-towne- r'

"

legitimate form of expression. We
feel that this is a dear violation of
the U.S. Constitution and the

C.O.W. Code of Social

both of which
guarantees us as students on this
campus, the right to freely express
'.cont.:on p. 3 Responsibility,

-

..-.-.-

d

.

.

.

,-

"non-student-

nature of the event was one of the
few accurate and appropriate
comments made. The College did
indeed host a diverse, distin
guished cross section of contem
porary artists and art historians
during the two and a half weeks of
lectures, installations, and exhibitions which comprised, the symposium: ranging from an address
on Art and Politics to the
construction of the now notorious
Serpentine, Corridor. Never before,
however.' have ' we heard the
opinion expressed, particularly in
such bigoted and uninformed
terms; that the involvement of
is not only unpalatable to the "appetites of
Wooster students", but. downright
"objectionable." We question Mr
Spence's criteria in supporting this
"

-

-

-

-:-

-

-

--

T

m.

Close-Mindedne-

Dear Editor.
In response to Timothy Spence 's
critique "Environmental Art
Projects Source of Student' Concern" appearing in the May 2 issue
of the Voice, we feel that several
ssues demand both clarification
and rebuttal. The College ' of
Wooster's Women in Art Today
symposium an event inaccurately
referred to as the "Great Lakes

--co-

LAB

Spence Fails to See Validity of Art
-

I
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MUMBLINGS
.by Mike Lauber

-

-

'

What has Kittanning brick" is
trimmed with Indiana limestone
has a southern exposure, was built
in less than seven months at a cost
of $250,000 and has annuallv
housed about "100 people of
varying sexes since September 1.
1929?
Douglass Hall is named for it:
donor. Elisha Peairs Douglass who
died in the mid 1920's. If one looks
around a bit. a portrait" of th
gracious giver can probably be
found. Like so many, he seems to
have been quite fond of his Alma
;

had always been in
the habit of paying good caddy
fees before, but this was the first
time he had ever paid a: caddy
$250,000 for a morning's services.
What brings a man or woman to
love this place so much as to give a
college a fortune? Sure, contriand,
butions are
sure, your name may be emblazoned here and there many moons
after your life has waned. Other
possible explanations may abound
but a simple one survives Mr.
Douglass: he learned how to think
in the classrooms and corridors of
Wooster.
, .... Standing in the midst of his great
successes in business, he often
thought of what he might have
been had he never received an
education. It seems that above all
"he entered the world following
graduation conscious of the" fact
that Wooster had given him only a
start that his education was
something that was to continue to
the last days of his life.
More important than the fleeting
significance of a grade or a
cumulative GPA.he grasped the
relevance of training "his mind to
function to the full extent of its
capabilities. It was a principle that
obviously served him well.
ruefully that he

'11

:

.

tax-deducti-

ble

faculty comment-- -

-

;

He came from the proverbial
humble beginnings. His forebear;
arrived in 1740 in Pennsylvania
fought
where his
in the Revolutionary War. Good ol
E.P. was twelve years old when the
Civil War broke out. (Why do
wnis .always ..'break out?") An
insatiable student he had to run th
farm instead of being allowed to
study: at) the menfolk were out
chasing or being chased by Rebels
Combining business with pleasure
in a way. he took his Latin
grammar with him to the fields and
left it at the end of a furrow,
con
memorizing declensions and
'
jiigations as he plowed.
He had practically decided to
follow in the footsteps of his father,
grandfather and
path
obviously a
and become a farmer. A noble
profession and fine aspiration but
his school teacher convinced him
he should take at least a few
classes at California (Pa.) State
Normal School. That way he coukt
farm in the summer and teach
during the winter months.
Appetite whetted, however, he
entered Wooster with the class of
1876 instead of the fields with. a
team of horses: Two years later his
money ran out. He dropped out.
taught for a year and returned to
graduate with the class of 77. He
went on to receive his law degree
at Pittsburgh.
A few weeks before Mr. Doug
lass' death, in St. . Petersburg
Florida. Prexy Wishart dropped in
to see the. extremely successful
barrister and trustee and to invite
him to play golf. Prexy. a lefty
figured he could rent clubs at the
club. Unfortunately no
clubs were available so Dr. Wishan.
in the jocular spirit for which ht
was famous grabbed Mr. Douglass
"golf bag and safd.- - "I will wall;
around the course with you an
caddy for you and we can tall
college matters over as we go." Mi
Douglass later - remarked - rathe
great-grandfath-

er

--

-

great-grandfath-

well-beate-

er

n

left-hande-

d
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week deserves a response.
A person surrounded by people
who cared nothing for thought
would feel stifled. The pressure of
prevailing ignorance would daunt
the strongest, most eager intellect.
That seems to be the claim Ms.
Blum makes about the atmosphere
at Wooster.
But still savoring the enormous
pleasure of last Sunday's The
Marriage of Figaro, a product of
months of work by students,
faculty and townspeople. I see
Wooster as a place where devotion
to great and complex art is

EDGEWISE
by Lee Merrill
Spring quarter always makes me
reminisce about my freshman
lays. Call it the fragrance of
memories riding on : a spring
yteeze. Call it the' poetic implications of the season's new beginnings. Call it a Voice deadline. I
don't know. Something out there,
something amid the chirping of
little birds and the kamikaze drone
of little bees, seems to bring back
the faraway call of the days of my
youth and innocence- .The first day of college.
"You'vfe got the box of laundry
?
detergent? The alarm clock?
You're. . . .you're sure I can't
polish your shoes before I go?"
"No. Mom," cradling her teary
tenderface with the
ness of one resigned to death or
worse. "No. Mom." Bravely. "I'm in
college now."
The first week of freshman
orientation. Wednesday morning.
Minutes before the first convoca-

possible.

And I know many students who
do not commit the sins the editorial
lists. I know many faculty whose
concern for learning does not allow
them to insult students by substituting jello for clear standards of
accomplishment. And I am acutely
aware of the bustling array of
symposia, small discussions, performances and lectures, many
arranged or produced by students,
that have stimulated thought on
campus this year.
Indeed, the degree to which
students this year have stimulated
my own thinking about literature
and literary criticism makes me
wonder where Ms. Blum finds the
atmosphere of which she complains. It is certainly possible that
people who reason articulately in
my classes go back to their dorms
to commit uninterrupted wretched
excess until they return to me the
next day. But I doubt it.
Since I find my indications of a
stimulating atmosphere at least
equal to Ms. Blum's signs of a
deadening one. I suspect the truth
lies in the vicinity of imperfection
rather than oppression. And to find
despair in the absence of perfection is to commit the mirror image
of the error Dr. Pangloss represents
in Candide: It is to assume that any
evidence that this is not the best of
all possible worlds is reason to
consign the whole business to the
dust bin.

.

-

Pop-tarts-

College Activists

Support Reagan
Berkeley. CA (CPS)

other-worl-

--

Presidential candidate Ronald
Reagan, who has fared poorly in

precincts
during the primaries, has

student-dominate-

d

unwittingly rallied some dubious
support" on the University of
California Berkeley campus.
Calling itself the "Reagan for
Shah Committee," a group of
activists has
allegedly
announced plans to protest the
"ugly emergence of
hysteria on America's campuses.
Zodiac News Service reports
that committee members claim
"thousands of clean, decent,
pro-Reaga- n

neo-anti-w-

ar

obedient yoilng Americans"
support them. The committee
plans university rallies to. protest
the "disturbing specter of draft

hanging over our
resistance
universities and colleges.
Organized support for the
committee's efforts is said to come
from such groups as the "John
Wayne Peace Institute," "Mutants
for a Radioactive Environment,"
"Berkeley Students for War,"
The National Grenade Owners
Association," and the "Peace
Resistors League" among others.

d

lazily lift my head off my
mottled pillowcase. (How was I

tion.

I

supposed to know you can't bleach
purple sheets?) Turn to look at my
roommate and her mottled pillowcase. Me and my roomie. Ours was
roomieship. Like
to be a
in a Hayley Mills movie. Together
we would take the campus by
storm. Enthrall the football team
with our beauty. Defy authority.
Go to convocation? Not us. Nancy
Drew wasn't the only one with
spunk. Let William Baird look
down from his podium and see
that we weren't there. Let them
ship us home our first week.
Someday they'd write a book
about The Roomies.
Two hours later. I cough to
cover the sound of my stomach
growling. Casually: "Do you suppose it's safe to go to lunch now?"
From my post at the window. I still
expect to ' see William Baird
con, on p. 4
best-frien-

d

Close-Mindedne- ss

cont. from p.
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Karl Willers

Next Wednesday's Convocation
features Dr. Walter Anderson. Dr.
Anderson has taught at The
College of Wooster and is now
with the U.S. Department of State.
There, he has a hand in making
U.S. policy with regard both to Iran
and Afghanistan. We can be sure,
therefore, of a knowledgeable
speaker who knows his audience, a
combination that augurs well.
Tomorrow evening, a theatre
group from Ohio University will
present two infrequently perfarces by Anton
formed one-ac- t
Chekhov: The Marriage Proposal
and The Boor. Though, in the
manner of farce, both simplify the
relationships of men and women,
the plays are hilariously funny. The
performances begin at 8:15 in
Shoolroy.
.

Kieffer Gives his
Farewell Speech
by Eric Johnson

The current "watershed

generation" of .students and
faculty must continue the natural
search for truth as their primary
goal in education, said Professor
William Kieffer in a farewell
He
convocation .Wednesday.
warned of the present tendency of
students to ask teachers what they
should know, rather than to
establish their own priorities of'
learning.

Speaking to a receptive

in
Mateer, Kieffer
audience
reflected on his life at Wooster
over the last five decades, and told
of his educational philosophy. The
crowd of students and faculty gave
him long ovations at the beginning
and end of his address.
The 65 year old Wilson
Professor of Chemistry will retire
at the end of this year after a
teaching career here spanning 3!4
decades. Kieffer also did his
undergraduate work here at the
College, receiving his B.A. in 1936.
Kieffer outlined some changes
in the College from the time of his
cont. on p. 7
--

Accounts for Bias
so that they can breathe freely, it
seems that soon will come a time '
when the blood of this institution
will simply stop lowing.
Coagulation is necessary for a
wounded animal to survive, but it
is sad when it appears in one that is
relatively healthy.
Jim Luce

Sign Destruction
Violation of Code

significance. At any rate,
comments in support of vigilante
cont. from p. 2
"groups and art censors seem to ourselves in a nonviolent way.
understanding
on
portray a lack of
In the event that a College rule
his part. Spence is correct in does exist which regulates the
maintainrna that the artist should hanging of signs, it should be
consider the "appetites of J enforced across the board and
Wooster students, and . tne should apply to all signs including
.campus' emaronrnent; ! assume, "Happy
Birthday" signs, initiation
however, our conclusions would week banners,
If
'
we
as
remarkably.
differ,
posters, and other such messages
students cannot manage to build that are considered "acceptable"
and maintain diversity on this manifestations of freedom of
campus ourselves, then it seems
speech.
that we need new blood on
We urge the members of the
campus to stir up our circulation
community to remember
College
reject
continuously
for us. If we
freedom of
valuable
this
such blood we will eventually expression and to respect
its use
like
transfusions
receive no more
ideas
the
whether
of
regardless
the Woman's Art Symposium. If being communicated reflect their
we continue to force students
concepts of
from our ranks to transfer solely to own personal
patriotism.
if
create campus conformity, and
Sincerely,
they continue to choose to leave
Several Concerned Students
.

abuse of the sculptures of artists
Tike Jenny Oakley. Bonnie Woods,
and Rebecca See man.
of a disturbinq and destructive
aesthete chauvinism at work in The
College of Wooster community.
Obviously, "the segment - of - the
student body for whom. Spence. is
the spokesman" '" has failed
internalize the basic precepts of a
liberal arts education: the desire,
the ability, and the awareness to
question before condemning: and
the guts to ask those questions
before discarding the unfamiliar in
bovine ignorance.
Diane Day
Regina Fuhry
Patricia Hoskins
LoriLandes
Leslie Schwartz

2

believe that Spence could have
used any more loaded language
than he did; not to make a cheap
shot, but it seems that his
vocabulary would be at home in
any John Birch publication.
In reply to Spence, it seems that
even if he did make the effort to
attend the symposium events, he
failed to grasp their unifying

Spence Fails to See Validity of Art

siastic and helpful supporter of the
cont. from d: 2.
burgh. Scotland. She is one of the ixojecfcrteq- the trasn disfiguring
as a more -- serious
campus
:he
reputable,
and."
most
.."art indication of environmental negfigures in
by
an ligence than the Corridor, howtoday, a prestige attested to
ever a comment blatantly misthe
in
participate
to
.
invitation
represented in Spence' account
this
"Venice Biennale in May of
One. of , the objectives of. the
,,
.. year....
s
:,
"
Women in Art Today symposium
Spence alleges that the installa.lelirnination" of the cention of this exceptional artist's was the
between artists
"moderator
. work, the Serpentine- - CUxridor sorious
.wild students" that Spence proOhio
the
by
endorsed
funded and
V
Arts Council and built of materials, poses" vasan antidote to the
aesthetic experiand
creativity
donated by the Wayne Concrete
realized on the
recently
mentation
the
"damage
to
caused
Block Co..
environment": he refers, it is normally staid and visually unassumed, to the minimal dis- - inspired The College of Wooster
turbance of the ground between campus. The underlying cynicism
Galpin and Severance Art building and unwillingness to confront,
"in preparing for the installation of much less challenge, cultural conSpence's
the sculpture. Campus Grounds ventions evidenced in
well as the recent
as
commentary,
enthu
an
Williams,
Phil
..Director

by Peter Havholm

Louise Blum's editorial of last
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On Worthy Occasions
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Homophobia: Time to Take
Off the Masks at Wooster

i

group for homosexuals. I would not dispute that the above groups
encounter nosniiry rrom me campus student body at times, but when the
. frustration peaks, at least these individuals may turn to their support
groups for encouragement and reinforcement. Where do gays turn? In a
word: away. For if Wooster will not accept them, they will go somewhere
else where sexuaj preference is not such a scarlet issue.
Evidence of homophobia is also clear in the scant availability of
resources pertaining to the subject which are (not) in the library. A recent
investigation of homosexual reading material in Andrews Library
reveaiea to me inai nearly y s oi tne oooks ottered predate lv U and
deal with such "enlightened" issues as The Problem of Homosexuality,
Sexual Inversion and Homosexua iitv Disease or Wn nf 1
Nn
periodicals pertaining to homosexual lifestyles are available (and yes.
mere
norpornograpruc gay periodicals). Andrews b certainly a
contender for the Anita Bryant Honorable Mention Award.
Lastly (but bv all means, not conclusively the
ademir
itself perpetuates homophobia by not recognizing homosexuality as a
viable contribution to the curriculum. It is dealt with peripherally in many
departments ipsycnoiogy, literature, art and sociology) by many
competent professors, but there are no classes geared specifically to
homosexuality. Certainly, there ARE noteworthy homosexual men and
women wno nave conmouieo to me development ot our society. It is a
token gesture to drop names, and at the risk of being cursory, here are a
few: the Greek Doetess.
Sanoruv
Cuodm
t
rr naintercf-tilntrir - - r f. . w.
composer, Tchaikovsky, playwright, Tennessee Williams and former
.
.
a
i"x
rnunning
n
'
oacx,
uavia rsopay (wno quipped tne quotable quote If
iiuiiiuaexuomy not oven on me iiooioauj neid, a sure as neu is covert! J.
The importance of teaching courses on homosexuality, affects also the
aquisftJon of more resource material in the library dealing with the subject
in a voice interview wnn nenry opeiand last 1 uesday. I was informed
that much of the resource material in Andrews reflects the past and
current courses that wereare taught at Wooster. If homosexuality was
brought into the classroom more, it seems reasonable that more material
..
. .
. ,
.
.
fitoe avauaoie to students
woukj
regarding tne issue(s). oy denying students
the option of taking such classes, the institution is, in fact, perpetuating
,..
I
muucti ignorance oi Inomosexuaiiry.
It is unfair, however, to point the finger of blame solely on the students
Admitting he was "woefully ignorant" of the issue of
gay men and lesbeian women at the College, Copeland candidly stated
he was not aware there was no gay support group on campus and that he
naa noi encountered any open hostility directed toward gay students.
Others voice similar feelings. While it is atrocious that many fellow
students seek to repress the expression of homosexuality on campus, gay
students themselves must also shoulder part of
for remaining
stoiciy silent, aiience. in the case, is NUT golden. Albeit previous gay
caucuses have failed to remain' permanent features at Wooster, without
solid support from within a group, no support can expected to be gained
from outside the group. How can Copeland, the faculty and heterosexual
students be blamed for not recognizing the needs of gay students when
gays themselves have surrendered to the war before they have begun to
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fight it?

Fourth in a series of articles on the 1980 Presidential candidates by
'
Timothy E. Spence.
:'
:'
'.--

"

,

'
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cont. from p.
bounding across the quad to get
'
.";
,,
US.
It
My roommate nods. Just : as
casually. And then, like a jfrue
roomie, her stomach growls too.
It was the ear: aliue; that reallu
orougnt us dose together. You see..
1 had a handicaD. A real defect.
Sure. 1 had managed to lead a
fairly normal Efe ud to this noint.
ccnsicienng. But I knew that what
everyone was .too polite to tell me
was that my ears stuck out from
my head like two drawer handles.
We'd been having one of those
"

.

-

'

a

at

.

1

deepest-darkest-secre-

sions.
afraid

ts

(Thank goodness!

discus

I was
was the only virgin on
campus.") That's when I Dulled out
the Ulamour magazine. No one in
the world knew about the ad Td
circled in the back. "Ear aluc.
$10.95 a tube. A droo behind the
ear is all it takes. Order by skin
tint. I waited for her reaction.
"Do you suDDOse I could borrow
some when you get it?"
Th&ts when I knew we were
roomies.
We each had our dreams.
Hers- - that the tall. Jewish chemis
try major downstairs for whom she
harbored intense desire would
notice her. Mine- - that the tall.
Jewish chemistry major downstairs
wouldn't notice her so that I. in
good roomie conscience, could
intensely desire him.
Oh. we had our fears, too. Hers
wcjs that the electricity would iumn
out of the socket , and catch her
bottom bunk on fire while she was
sleeping. Mine was that someone
would notice I ' was vacuous.
(Vacuous-tha- t's
what thev called
Marilyn Monroe in a biography we
read in Freshman Studies. Crm.
parison seemed inevitable.)
Of course, we've grown older
and wiser under the tutelage of a
iberai arts education. Ear glue?
Hey. we're too sophisticated
"

;

.

,--

Crossroads

.

Beth Ballard, a 77 art history
major, wfll be returning to
Wooster and be speaking on "A
Christian Perspective of the Arts"
next Friday. Beth studied in
r-

Florence while at Wooster.
She is presently in Columbus,
working with
Christian
Fellowship. According to reports
-

Inter-Varsit-

y

KG

.

from Kenyon College, where she
spoke recently, her talk is an

excellent one. Everyone

just other art
invited to the
Wooster Christian Fellowship
meeting, at "7:15 today in
Westminster Church House.
interested-n- ot
history majors-- is

soldier, John,

(D-Mass-

Tad Kama)

:

.

He had three brothers who lost their lives for their country
Joe, Jr. a
a President; and Bob, a then possible President. In
November of last year, just days before the 16th anniversary of John's
emerged as a Presidential
tragic demise. Sen. Edward Kennedy
candidate Against the sinking Jimmy Carter.
Sen. Kennedy has been pounding the streets of just about every state
looking for votes and delegates since he announced his candidacy In
November. But Kennedy, at this writing, only claimed half the number of
delegates which President Carter had won (the former claimed about
650, his opponent, nearly 1300) and there is less than a month left before
'
the state primary and caucus contests will be history. j w
Kennedy began his political career in the Senate 18 years ago when, at
age 30, the governor of Massachusetts appointed Ted to fill a Senate
position vacated by Benjamin A. Smith (who had replaced Ted's older
brother when he was elected President. Smith, it should be noted, was a
personal friend of the Kennedy family and it was no coincidence that he
resigned his seat when the youngest Kennedy became old enough to be a
Senator.)-Te- d
has served that post since then, and has proved to be a
dedicated and hard working member of the Congress's upper body. He
has established himself as a "national Senator," a faithful Democrat and a
man who. with few exceptions, has always sat on the left side of the
Senate's chamber.
The Senator's support lies in myriad liberal groups (mostly Democratic)
including minorities, big labor as well as liberal acadamecians. Kennedy is
loyal to his ideology
"His competence has been devoted nearly
unservingly to the service of liberalism, wrote Richard Brookhiser in the
National Review.
On issues of foreign policy. Sen. Kennedy has remained pretty much glued to Jimmy Carter's side. He supports the Strategic Arms Limitation
Treaty which Carter has sent to the Senate. He is an advocate of human
rights world-widdenouncing (nay. usually not Communist countries)
the military government in Chile, among others. The Massachusetts
Senator also was an adamant supporter of the Panama Canal Treaties. In
addition, the Senator praises Carter's Middle East efforts. Though
Kennedy usually is inclined to nix large increases in the defense budget as
a Senator, he did approve Carter's suggested defense budget increase of
three percentage points for fiscal year 1980. More recently, though.
Kennedy the Presidential candidate blasted the
complex" at a speech at Georgetown University. (Despite his apparent
opposition to the
complex," Kennedy supported the
production of the
fighter whose engine is produced in bis home
--

'

.

.

1

Kennedy's Policy Stands,
Modifications of Garter's

No one says it is easy to "come out of the closet" (what a cliche this has
become!), and.. I believe, it is a damn cite easier to "come out", and
organize as a feminist or black students group, than it is to wear the
invisible pink triangle as a confirmed homosexual. But despite the initial
humiliation and frustration that may follow acknowledgement of one's
sexual preference, there ARE heterosexuals at Wooster who are more
than willing to lend support and reinforcement to a gay caucus. Evidence
of this has already been exhibited at a recent Wagner discussion on gays
led bv a "straight' Wooster student The
participated was very encouraging and many students and administrative'
.
I
l
peupie vwcaI concern over ine
lacK ot intelligent .ahomosexual awareness
on campus. Tuesday. May 13. another open discussion on the subject will
occur at 8:00 p.m. in Lowry Center, room 119. Associate ' Dean of
Students Bess Colling and Rick Swegan have stated they are very
interested in forming a support group for campus homosexuals if interest
Chemistry majors? We're inis shown.
terested in other subjects. ! even
The President of our college stated that "We want the College to be the get
around to going to convoca- kind of place in which ideas can be freely debated and discussed, "yet his
ion. Every once in a while. (I
words are hard to actualize when one confronts such delicate issues as
'homosexuality which is not debated and discussed frequently or mean, you ve got to conform a
ittle.)
nteQgenrV 1 befieve in hurnanness," Copeland cornrnented 1 do, too,
Yes. somewhere out there.'
and yet, as deeply as I believe aO people should be able to sleep with
whomever they want as long as others' rights are not infringed upon. I somewhere amid the chirping of'
also feel this campus focuses too glaringly on the sexual act itself, rather little birds and the kamikaze Arrmo
man me loranry oi tne individual. Malcolm Boyd, in his book Take off the of; rugby players on the quad,
echoes the days of my youth and
Masks, writes. "The man's point in "coming out is simply the incarnation
of truth that one no longer feels 4 faggot, a queer, a leper (a 'nigger'), innocence. Me and tnv roomie
WeH go our separate ways. But
bowing to stultifying hatred. As a student and as a "humanist" I appeal
to both the gay and straight students to "take off the masks" and support we u always have our memories.
And a mottled pillowcase.
homosexuals at this school Lessen the abysmal isolation and feelings of
worthlessness for gay men and women, and let's remedy the purple
plague once and for all. "Aren't you worried about what people will think
Africa
about you?" No, I am not worried anymore. I just want them to think:

tl..M.

-

.-

.
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Beginning ' this June three

College of Wooster students will be
participating in Operation Cross
roads .Africa. Crossroads is a
non-profi-

t,

non-government-

al

volunteer community develop-

ment organization that promotes

work, travel, and study in Africa as
a vehicle for
l
ex
cross-cultura-

change and understanding and for
conf. on p. 9

.)

e,

"military-industri-

:

al

"miTiteafy-industn- al

F-1- 5

state.)

Kennedy and his chief political opponent have nuances of difference
on their domestic policies. Though theu have each shouldered national
health insurance proposals, the Senator's is more drastic Whereas Carter
wants a phased-i- program, Kennedy's legislation calls for benefits and
coverage to begin immediately. Kennedy concedes that his will be the
more expensive national health package, at first. He claims that costs will
.
decrease in time under his plan. ;
The Massachusetts Senator and President Carter have worked
to deregulate the airlines and both are now hoping to do
the same with the
trucking industry. In one of his rare
conservative moods. Kennedy said, "There is a growing consensus, which
l nave, that government mtervention m the economy should come only as
a last resort.
.
The cleavage between the Senator and the President is manifested well
n other domestic-socia- l
issues, namely on solutions to economic woes.
Kennedy calls for immediate wage and price freezes and gasoline
rationing. Carter, on, the other hand, looks to voluntary wage-Pric- e
controls and a "standby rationing" plan as more feasible economic
actions. On other issues. Kennedy, like Independent John Anderson, is
for gun control, but
as he made dear to
of New Hampshire
woodsmen before that state's primary
only of Saturday night specials.
He is also a supporter of the. Equal Rights Amendment, higher Social
Security taxes and. of course, fat congressional pay raises. Just about
every conservative proposal (tax cuts a la Kemp-Rottax indexing and a
balanced budget) Kennedy repugns. "
Sen. Kennedy has spent his career constantly recalling several disasters
which have plagued his years. He was caught cheating on an examination ;
at Harvard: he suffered through the deaths of three brothers: the snector
of Mary Jo Kopechne. killed when Kennedy's automobile plunged off a
bridge on Chappaquidic Island In Mass. still haunts him: and in 1978. his
wife's departure from the Kennedy household chewed at his marital '
relationship. But his personal problems have hurt the politician little in his
home state, and his family s history makes his political standing quite safe.
Ted Kennedy's chances of becoming the Democratic choice to head off '
the G.O.P. nominee (whose name probably will not be George Bush) are.
very bluntly, nebulous. Carter romped Kennedy in state primaries last:
Tuesday: From a mathematical standpoint. Sen. Kennedy will have to
garner nine out of every remaining ten delegates in order to pass Carter
and win the Democratic rostrum in New York this summer. From a
political standpoint, it appears as though Kennedy will just have to remain '
in his comfortable, not to mention influential. Senate seat for a little while
'
longer.
....
n
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From May 7 to June 3. an
exhibit "Women' and Work:'
America's Working Women
"
will be on disntau in ! nmru
Center at the College of Wooster.
Prepared under the auspices of
the Ohio Labor History Program
:

1800-1979-

at the Ohio Historical Society,
"Women and Work" depicts the
changing role of American
working women during 'the
.

nineteenth and twentieth

centuries.

9i
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May 1970: Everyone Remembers Kent
Why not Jackson State?

by Helen Cordes ::
"I think there are three more
nigger males over there, one
shot
in the arm, one of 'em
...
'
!
' uve
iL
leg, anaJ one or
sttoii m
'em somewhere eise..Them
.r
gals.It was two nigger
,gals...shot in the arm, I
1

-

-:

:

.-

A subsequent FBI investigation,
however, reached a drastically
different conclusion. It dismissed
the police contention that officers
were responding to a sniper
spotted in a dorm window,
pointing out that all the bullets
found were from police weapons.
The Presidential Commission

police, and - state

Governor John , Bell Williams
-

--

.-

immediately disavowed the
panel, and started their own.
bi-raci-

.

-

:

.

,

believe... Here's another
; one, let me see what this is:
"We oot two students 10-7 (out of service) here."
Jackson, MS (CPS) - Jackson
State College student Philip Gibbs
and Jackson high school student
James Earl Green lay dying as
Mississippi .State Patrolman
Inspector. Lloyd Jones radioed
that messaae for the JSC eamnus
on May 14. 1970.
Gibbs and Green, it turned out,
cm
- tr: II
(Y. IU1I1 HIM
(gUHllK9
Wl iL.
confrontations that
May. Only ten days earlier, the
first four fell under Ohio National
r
Guard. bullets during an
demonstration
at Kent State
University, about 750 miles to the
;.

measures. But the state patrol, the

Jackson

.

al

The governor's probe

exonerated the police, adding "the
responsibility must rest with the
protesters."

on Campus Unrest, convened in
the wake of the violent month of

May, 1970, went further. It blasted
the police action as "a completely
unwarranted
and ' unjustified
attack, pegging "racial animosity"
as a precipitating factor. The

commission deplored the
"impression that police need not

-

.

j

fc

police-stude-

retribution after knowledge of his
dissent was published. Spivey
today still won't talk about the
episode with the press.
Indeed, fear is the most

frequently cited reason for
Jackson State's relative obscurity.
One Jackson State faculty

nt

--

l
deaths at
'

north.':'..'

--

Yet while the
Kent
State were cmiekhj canonized ho
Top . 40 song, plays, books,
innumerable articles, and a three
production,

Jfe
ff'

f r MS" If

'

Jackson State has
.

.

largely faded from public

consciousness.
Folks around Jackson suggest
many reasons why the killings at
the university (the school achieved
university status in 1975) never
became the cause celebre those at
Kent State did. '

One

frequently-mentione-

Kent State University: Ten Years Later
cont. from d.

now we mst move ahead
and destroy the FBI and the CIA."
Tints system, he said, "will take a
yotmg man. send him
let him think he's fighting for
freedom, democracy, and justice:
when in fact he's fighting against
his very self."
Toure's speech was met with a
standing ovation as the crowd lept
to their feet and applauded, some
waving hands with two fingers
spread apart in the traditional
peace sign, ann otners snantng
clenched fists, all shouting "RevoIraft-

reason is that the 100 students
who gathered on the campus that
night were? only generally
protesting the war. The night
before, students had rallied to
protest ine rtmencan invasion oi
Cambodia and the drafting of
black students. But on May 14
they
to add expression
to broader, racial discontents as

m;

re-group- ed

welL

As one student characterized
the mood in 1970: "When you go
to ' class every day. ..in
overcrowded classrooms, and it is
hot and sweaty in there, you just
get fed up with it. You know you
should have had more classrooms,
and your classrooms should have
been cool...You just got to do
something."
Some 50 state, troopers and city
police mobilized to stop them from
fence. Without
t
across a
verbal warning, they leveled a
volley of 400 bullets that
raked the crowd in front of them,
an five stories of the dorm building
behind the crowd, and an area
across the street from them.

.

.

lution,

- ,
words.
."
This is day 9.930 of the Iranian
ensts. 1 Bellinger said, it oegan me

30-seco-nd

said--wtt- h

and

:

Green.

Many feel race is the real reason
why Gibbs and Green were never
widely ' celebrated as student
martyrs. "People got more upset over
Kent State because the kids were
white," asserts Fred Banks, who
served on Jackson Mayor Russell
Davis' investigatory panel and now
is a state legislator.
Reuben Anderson, Banks'
and now a judge, puts k
this way: ""One difference is that

--

ist

Race certainly influenced tHf
subsequent investigation of tf
killings. Mayor Davis appointed .
committee to investig?
arvt rarommonri
nmuentatr i
bt-raci-

.-

-;

Bani-Sad-

,

one happened in the north, asd
, ;
one in the south."

day the United States government
installed the shah "a corrupt and
bloody dictator.
h is day 194.. since . Carter.
Rockefeller, and Kissinger brought
tlw shah Jnto this country, the
no .congres
speaker
sional investigation into why he
was brought in.
"I'm telling you it was not an
attempted rescue effort ten days
ago." Dellinger said. "It was an
r
attempt to overthrow the-government and install a
....
more American one.
"Perhaps my hypothesis isn't
right." he said, "but does anyone
believe what the government is
telling us?" ...
The response of the crowd was
overwhelming: "No."
'.
"There is insanity in the govern
ment. Dellinger said, raisinge his
voice above tne snouts or encouragement from the audience.
There is "some disconnection
between - our government and
--

Twelve students were

co-panel-

:

.

four-foo-

Gibbs

revolution.,.

"We must get rid of a system
thai puts profits ahead of people.
pacifist and activist David Dellinger
urged his audience, channel three s
helicopter nearly drowning out his

.

besides

-

to-Vietna-

"

wounded,

1

ca have already destroyed the

d

I

reaBtv."

a!

If

anti-blac- k

Spivey suffered professional

r-

anti-wa-

fear official punishment or even
action
against blacks."
Yet two grand juries did absolve
all police and public officials. There
peer pressure in the
was
grand jury. One grand jury
member, L. Morris Spivey,
dissented from the Hinds County
jury conclusions, and was slapped
with a contempt of court citation
for his troubles. Some of the
others in the community say

censure for regressive

.

-

--

v ;V
--

;

"We have to take life and death
into our own hands...witn more

compassion "and unity than we
The government "fears numbers
sometimes had in the 60's...having of people who are choking street- diversity, hut having unity and
wavs." Kunstler said. It fears
solidarity within that diversity."
people who have the courage to
Also participating in Sunday's
stand up and say: "This far and no
rallv was women's rights leader
further."'
Bella Abzug. "You have to fight
"Look at the people running for
against registration and the draft
that the warmakers are planning president. ' Kunstler told his audience. A man who killed a woman
for you." Abzug told her listeners.
at Chappaquidick. a "California
"It is not enough to stand here and
fascist." a "platitudinous incompe
protest." We must go to Washingtent from Georgia." the "former
ton, she said, we must mobilize, we
head pi the CIA." and a "conservamust write, we must "create a fear
that we will change the nature of tive from Illinois."
the power structure."
"I went up that hill this morning
In fiftv years, only a handful of
and cried." Abzug said, gesturing to those who sit here now will be left.
Blanket Hill behind her. "The Kunstler said, and we must use our
message of May 4 is that we will time effectively. "The people of the
not have to go up that kind of a hill world ..will not be overwhelmed by
ever again."
the bullshit of their times, but will
, The significance of Kent State is
surmount it."
not that two women died for
freedom and peace. Abzug said.
One of the last speakers was
.That is "not the kind of significance
Nobel Prize winner George Wald.
the women's movement is looking
"You young people could take
for." Both men and women died,
over anytime- and I wish you
she said..
would." Wald said. Rockefeller.
"We're here today, women yes.
Kissinger, the shah "These people
with our brothers, men." Abzug
are stupid." he said. "If they need
said, and we will not be "dragged
brains, they buy them."
into a war for the Persian Gulf and
for Exxon.
"Jimmy Carter's virtually rupturWe're here to fight a capitalist
system that "solves its problems by ing himself to make like John
putting women and minorities out Wavne." Wakl said. "Bella Abzug's
of work...We in the 80's are not more like John. Wayne than
going to tolerate a society that tias .limmv Carter could ever be.
no soul" she said.
"We want equality.. .because
What vv have is a "one party
without it we think this nation will
be destroyed...Equal rights for system masquerading as a
system." Wald said. "We
women is not just equal rights for
women. ..It is not just a women's don't need a third party, we need a
movement, but a humanitarian
ermd party"
movement... We want to make sure
that Kent State will not happen
Wald urged his audience to vote
again."
chance they had. "Electing
verv
standing
her
a
The crowd gave
somebody is not the end of the
ovation.
William Kunstler. lawyer for the process, it's the beginning .Floor
Chicago Seven and the Kent i lie senate with letters."
Wald was given a standing
Twenty-five- ,
also addressed the
ovfition
crowd at Kent State.
.

--

.

--

"

:

-

:

two--part-

v

.

.

member says, Tve heard students
say, They came out here and shot
us once, they'll do it again'."
May 14 was not the first time
southern black students had been
fired upon. In 1967, for example,
three black students were killed
and 27 others injured in a riot over
integrating a bowling alley near
South - Carolina College in
Orangeburg.
"On at least two occasions
police have been called on campus
and people have been shot," says
Rep. Banks. "I don t think the
administration would want to run
the risk of having police come
back on campus."
Even a large memorial service
could have adverse effects.
'Jackson State is struggling for
survival, like all traditionally-blaccolleges. Each year they have to
fight for their share of funding,"
Bank ockls. The1 administration, he
suggests, might want to keep a
diplomatically low profile, during
r
anniversary of. the
the
killings in order to keep peace in
the state legislature.
k

ten-yea-

University President John
among other' school

Peoples,

refused
about the killings.

officials,

an

interview

Things have changed at
Jackson State. 1970's 4500

student enrollment has grown to
nearly 8000 today, a substantial
accomplishment in light of most
black schools' decline over the
same period. The budget has
increased to over $30 million
today.. The campus features ten
new buildings.

Things are

100

percent

different. We have the same
problems as northern cities, but
race is not the primary issue,

contends Judge Reuben
Anderson.

"Look at what's

Happened. Fred Banks is a major
political figure. Fm on the bench
now,' and (attorney) Connie
Slaughter's a strong appointed
figure." (Slaughter is now head of
the state's Office of Human
Development.)
And yet Anderson adds of the
May, 1970 incident, "Nothing
constructive came of that, no
improvements were made directly
as a result of the killings."
'Blacks and whites aren t
running up and down the street
holding hands or anything,"
resident,
observes one
"but things are a lot different."
One faculty member who
requested anonymity because
Tm tenured but you never know
how some people are going to
react," explains that, "In those
days there was a real environment
of racism, and I can't honestly say
it's all gone.
.

long-tim- e

-
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Silversmithirig Glass Inspires Creativity
by Cathy Koral
Pure enjoyment seems to be a
major motivation in the crafting of
beautiful jewelry by Gert Weaver
and the students in her Lowry
Craft Center sflversmithing class,
v. The class' work, as well as some
by the instructor, is currently on
display in Lowry Center Room
119. Natural objects form the
background for the exhibit since,
I according to Weaver, natural
forms often inspire designs used in
the jewelry. This is the first time
one of Weaver's classes has
-

V

exhibited."
"In teaching
explains Weaver, "we try to give

Lori Juhn carefully crafts a piece of jewelry in Gert Weaver's
silversmithing class. Jewelry from the class is now on display in
Lowry 119. Photo by Jay Heiser.

avei-smithin- g,

a thorough
understanding of technical factors
and then encourage the designing
and creation of a beautiful piece of

the. student

jewelry."

The basics of

silversmithirig can all be learned in
the first Quarter of instruction, but
Weaver feels that the techniques
must then be used regularly in
order for the student's skill to
.
grow.
. The fluctuations in the price of
silver has affected the styles of
jewelry made by students in the
class. Emphasis has been placed
on v delicate designs and an
increased use of stones. Larger
pieces, like heavy bracelets, were
:

-- -

Superb Cast Performances Highlight First Opera
by Mark Frazier

actually their long-los-t
son. Both
Rettew and MacKeUar handled
these parts quite effectively.
While Figaro and Susanna are
running into these difficulties, the
Countess suffers some of her own.

Anyone walking down

University St. by the Freedlander
theater late in the evening between
Apr. 30 and May 4 may have
thought that they could hear
thunder in the distance. The
sound which would have puzzled
anyone on those beautiful
evenings was in fact the
thunderous applause of five very
enthusiastic audiences who were
fortunate enough to see The
Marriage of Figaro, Wooster's

Cathy McQueen

both expressed the Countess'
anxiety and frustration over her
wayward husband with sensitivity
and great, expression. Both also
caught the subtle variances in a
character who is determined to
win her husband back with
whatever means are necessary,
yet is too weak to be harsh and

major operatic production
since the performance of another
Mozart comic opera, Cosi' fan
ruffe, in 1968. The final result of
this enormous undertaking were

firm.

performances of impressive

To

quality and solid integrity.
"Figaro' is the first major opera
to be produced at Wooster with
full orchestra, and this year there

borrowed from her. Peggy

MacKeHar's saucy and demanding '
Marcellina went perfectly "hand in
foot" with Paul Rettew's Bartokj,
an old doctor who has a personal
spore to settle with Figaro. This
odd couple has far more in
common than thought when first
seen together planning a way to
implement Figaro's contract with
Marcellina (Bartolo vows to 'cook
Figaro's goose'). It is discovered
later in the play that. Figaro is

complicate .matters

even

further is the page Cherubino, a

rambunctious adolescent

preoccupied with the "pleasure
and pain", of his new feelings
--

were enough competent
g

and Mary

Bucher had their own individual
ways of handling this part, but

first

musicians to double-cas- t
three of
the major roles and understudy all
others. The double-castinof roles
gave the entire performance a
different flavor on alternating
nights.
The lead roles of Susanna and
Figaro were stunningly performed
by Dorthea Fox and Paul Fletcher,
who not only looked like the
perfect couple when together but
whose voices blended beautifully.
In the story, Figaro and Susanna
are valet and chambermaid to the
Count and Countess respectively.
The Count gives them permission
to marry, assigning them quarters
near his own apartment in the
hope that Susanna will allow him
to secretly satisfy his own desires.
Playing the Count were Michael
Miller and Stevens Garfick. Miller's
Count seemed a Ettle young
(Figaro looked somewhat' his
senior), but he took direct
command of his role and played
the part with a brilliant flair.
Garlick's age advantage gave him
the aura of maturity appropriate to
the role, and his own particular
style brought to the character a
certain comic pitifulness which
contrasted well with Figaro's
youthful confidence. The Count
plans on getting his way by forcing
Figaro to marry Marcellina, whom
Figaro had earlier promised to
marry if he was unable to repay a
sum of money that he had

David Ward was simply incredible.
He provided comic relief in an
already funny opera, one that has
even been referred to as the
"perfect opera buffa". Playing the
one delicate scene between the
Count, Figaro, Susanna, and the
Countess with a pot of geraniums
crying that it isn't fair to allow men
to jump out of windows onto the

about
.
N

women,

especially

the

Countess. (Mozart wrote this part
for soprano to be sung by a woman
dressed as a young boy simply for
practical, reasons'.) As a
character who constantly
managed to arouse the wrath of
the Count, Lee Merrill and Karen
Davis achieved this end from two
different approaches. Merrill
depicted Cherubino as a feisty
youngster with a great deal of
--

personal charmisma. .This
charisma

combined

an

with

outstanding stage presence

helped to make Merrill one of the
most notable characters of the
cast. Davis' Cherubino was much
shyer and a bit less extroverted
than Merrill's, but she depicted
well the quieter type whose
powerful feelings and thoughts are
most often betrayed by an
uncontrollable grin flickering
across the face.
Among the - other colorful
characters are the two tenor roles,
BasOio and Don Curzio. Alan
Gasser played a delightfully
detestable Basflio, the Count's
henchman who was not above
doing anything for hire and the fun
of spreading gossip. He, as
Susanna's singing teacher, was the
.

.

Count's prime source of
information about her true feelings
and thoughts. David Underwood,'
as the feeble lawyer Don Curzio,
appears as the Count's legal aid to
force Figaro into marriage with

Marcellina. In "this role.

Underwood managed a stutter
that was nearly ' contagious.
Seemingly ' excessive at first.
Underwood persisted in making
the stutter . worse until this
"serious" scene took on a
ridiculously farcical nature-thperfect prelude to the discovery
that Marcellina is Figaro's mother.
If there was any character to win
the hearts of the audience, it was
Antonio, whose performance by
"

e

flowers.

This information

completely upsets the story which
the Count was being told, which

causes further confusion,

.

suspicion, and even wilder stories,
wilder stories.

Antonio's young daughter
Barbarina, who innocently adds
further complications to a number
of the main character's plights,
was sweetly played by Kim
Bracken.

The

most amateurish part

overall was that of the crowd of
country- - men and women, but
since these characters did not
need the sophistication required of
the aristocracy, this weakness was
negligible.

'

David Fennema handled the
direction of his first opera with the
expertise of a veteran. No two of
the many editions of the opera
available give the same stage
directions (which are scanty at
best), and Fennema's handling of
some of the famous arias gave a
pleasantly refreshing . touch in
perfect concord with the opera
buffa style.
Dale Moore's musical direction
.

was simply superb. His

understanding as a singer of the
intricacies of the vocal parts was
obviously an invaluable asset to
the production as a whole, as well
as to each singer individually. The
ease with which the music flowed
and the apparent simplicity of its
sound stand as solid testimony to
Moore's hard work, for the music
in this piece is far from easy. The
orchestra that Moore hand picked
was of unusually fine quality.' As a
r
ensemble of
pieced-togethe-

professional

and student

it played with
sensitive unity and clarity.

performers,

only real problem that
existed in this production was that
sometimes the voices could not be
heard above the orchestra making
it hard to follow the plot, and there
were also a number of spots where
the synchronization
between
orchestra and singers became
-.-T-

he

unglued.

.

These problems,

however, took very little away
from the high quality of the entire
production.
For everyone involved, whether
cast or audience, this opera was
certainly an enriching experience.
To quote Paul Fletcher: "The
music is simply wonderful. You go
along through each individual
piece and think that there can't be
any music more beautiful than
that, but the next one always
seems to be better. Mozart just
seemed to top himself with each
new aria."
Musically, dramatically, ' and
technically, these performances
were the product of ' many
dedicated individuals who through
close collaboration managed to
produce a work which in its totality
was far more than the sum of its
.

individual

parts.

Plays Performed
Anton Chekhov's one-ac- t
plays,
"The Marriage Proposal" and
"The Boor" will be performed by
the Stage CI Theatre Company
with the support of the Ohio Art
Council at 8:15 p.m. Saturday,
May 10 in the Shoofaroy Theatre.
Tickets are on sale for $1
(students) and $2 (others) at the
Lowry Center front desk.
Stage HI is a touring group of
.

third-yea-

r

graduate students

majoring in Acting, Directing, and

Production - Design at Ohio

University at Athens.
Both plays are short comedies
relating to the everyday problems
of romance; jealousy, and greed.
Chekhov's tone and style is similar

to that of contemporary

playwright Neil Simon. Much of
Simon's work was inspired by
Chekhov.

popular when silver was 'much less
expensive. " :
. The .class. is made up of college
i
tr anat
t
peoplei irom
students,
sian,
the community with a variety of
- . backgrounds.
"I love to do things with my
hands," says . Elsie' Doubledee,
director of custodial - services.
wnen aiscussmg ner interest m
silversmithirig. She is an alumnus
of many of the craft center classes
including batik, macrame', and
stained glass. For the past three to
four years she rtas been taking
silversmithing at least one, if not
two, quarters of the year.
;

-

--

a

'

Doubledee reports' that

silversmithing "is not difficult with
proper "guidance," and she is
impressed by the high quality of
instruction and guidance Weaver
brings to the class. According to
Doubledee, Weaver , is adept at
making the student ' feel good
about the work done on a piece

while

helpful

still-makin- g-'

suggestions on how it could be
improved.
Another student in the class,
sophomore Regine
has been taking sflversmithing
every quarter since she was a
L
I
iresnman.- - i always naa an.
jewelry,"
in
says
interest
she
and
finds the silversmithing class "a
great way to meet people" as well
as a good escape nrom tne ngors ot
studying. She thinks that the
opportunity to meet people from
the community is valuable for
students at the College.
is also enthusiastic about the excellence of
Weaver's teaching. "She helps
everyone else be so creative." "
Weaver has been ' teaching
silversmithing at Wooster for over '
ten years.- - Because of the high
demand she is currently teaching "
"

.-

Saint-Aman-

X

.

1

d,

1

1

Saint-Aman- d

--i

-

u--

i

i.

1.

1

1

s also teaching
silversmithing in the craft center.
Weaver's current interest and
-- i.m
t jju iucH.ni.
a run ui lire uaii
iu a
lifelong interest in art and a former
job in an orthodontist's office
where she made appliances-fo- r
children s teeth and learned to
work with different types of
metals. She studied silversmithing
at the University of Wisconsin.
Weaver thoroughly enjoys her
er
work
and feels that
silversmithing "is one of the most
effective ways of expressing one's
individuality." The exhibit in

McCall

a.

with-suv-

.

Lowry

119

effectively demon- -

strates that 'individuality,

expressed by Weaver and her
students. '
Participants in Weaver's
,

:-

.

silversmithing class have
obviously reaped multiple

rewards. They have learned a skill.
I
f
f
iKi new kuijw, uiu iida '.I
ine
opportunity to be creative. And,
best of all, they have been enjoying
themselves all along.
L

1

Exhibit Celebrates Women's Handwork
us to
For much of our past a central
portion of women's lives has
revolved around needlework. This

work, created out of the

"dailiness" of women's lives,
combines a mixture of utilitarian,
decorative and social purposes. In
addition to providing necessary
household items, the needle arts
offered women both a.chance to
be creative in a gender-definesociety and an opportunity, "to
connect" with otherwomen. As an
intersection of women's art and
d

women's lives; a look. at

needlework allows
explore
facets of women's pasts.
During the week of May 12th
there will be a series of activities
that focus on ' the social - and
aesthetic functions of women's
handwork. Events will include a
needlework exhibit in Andrews
Library, two films "Anonymous
Was a Woman" and "Quilting
Women," and a discussion of the
connection between women's art
and women's lives.
EVENTS
May 12 to May 30- - An exhibition
of quilts ' and needlework
-

.

- '
.
Andrews Library;
Monday, May 12 - Art News,
WCWS p.m.;
Tuesday, May 13 - "Anonymous
t
If
i
was
woman n Liorary
nA lit
Lecture
Room - 4:00 p.m.;
Wednesday, May 14 - Mary
Banks Breckenrjdge and Patricia'
M coney Melviii - "Women and
;

V

6:30-7;0- 0

w.

Domestic Art:. Social" and

Aesthetic Functions of Women's
Handwork" - Frick Art Museum,
Large Lecture Room - 4:00 p.m.;
Thursday, May 15 "Quilting
Women" - Library Lecture Room
4:00 p.m.

--
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Tenure Remains Unresolved Issue:
Source of Frustration for Young Profs
COni. from p. J
:
m in tKo natirmstl tcct to rtf font iro
v

-

N

' This uncertainty of their
teachtno Dositions forces
-

rwAtaecAre tr

itntflnitirAH

civmvi

Because professors must be told
so far in advance if their contracts
are renewed, a professor should
know by the end of his fifth year

whether he is eligible for tenure.
The responsibility of granting'
tenure gives TSTC power over;
interviews in an attempt to keep faculty's jobs. Members of TSTC
afloat in the teaching market. are sensitive to this and realize
Reflecting on how . this added that as judges of their colleagues
demand affects professor's they are ' the target for their
teaching. Arnie Grossblatt. anxieties. In trying to build the best
psychology professor, says, possible faculty TSTC must,
"Being, half-timit hasn't according to Bill Baird, interfered with my teaching, but if I
of Academic Affairs,
were full time and doing research I make the ultimate decision of "Is
would have had to make cuts this the best ' possible- - faculty
someplace.'
member we can have?" When
f
tnnui
j
an iini. urinruni TSTC grants tenure they are
riiiuk
professor maintain the necessary making a commitment from the
motivation for his teaching in light college for the next
years.
rtf tho Him nrncnert frtr tenure?
In determining tenure, TSTC
Another member of the .follows certain guidelines. There
psychology department, Carla
are four main points upon which
McPherson responds, "You have the granting of tenure is based:
to throw yourself into your work, good teaching, scholarship,
doing the best you can, knowing research, and contribution to the.
you might not get tenure and community. How each of these
knowing that that's life." Other points is defined and weighted is
untenured faculty take a harsher what particularly concerns the
view of the situation. Johnson untenured faculty. They argue
explains that an untenured that not only are tenure positions
professor may ask himself: "Do I limited but that the criteria set
need to do that good a job if Fm. forth by the TSTC isjso nebulous
only here three years? The college that they are left to guess at what is
expects high standards, but for really expected of them. TSTC
...I
wumro
members acknowledge this
Professors at Wooster face criticism but stress that defining
many of the same problems
this criteria is neither feasible nor
confronting others nationally, but desirable. TSTC member Frank
they must also deal with tenure as Miller of the political science
it is administered at the college by
department, says that this protest
the Teaching Staff and Tenure by the untenured faculty is natural
wvr, I tec
w
. and legitimate but that it assumes
TSTC is composed of the that if one could know what the
of criteria is, one could become a,
president,
vice : president
academic affairs, and six tenured better, teacher. Fobes, who has
faculty members. Faculty served, on. TSTC on numerous
mArnhflrc nnminto torvlirerf
occasions, adds, "If these things
colleagues to serve on the were defined more clearly
committee. After nominations are professors wouldn't really do
certified by the committee on anything different. Each teacher
committees, they are voted on by has an innate sense of what one in
the faculty. The committee acts as his department should do."
a representative of alt three
Members don't always agree on
academic divisions. Presently the what constitutes something like
breakdown in representation is as scholarship or good teaching, nor
follows: one person from the social
do they agree on how to measure
sciences (Frank Miller); two from
k. Addressing the question of what
the natural sciences (James Per ley is good teaching, Lewis states,
and David Powell); and three from There's no one way to teach
the humanities (Arnie Lewis, Win weIL.1 don't want to tell people
Logan and David Moldstad). what good teaching is. If you give a
Criteria for .'choosing TSTC list of specifics you'd insult the
members varies on an individual
good professors. Teaching,
basis but essentially they are
involves a mysterious chemistry,
elected as representatives of the
but it's not kick. I respect how
entire faculty to make personal complex teaching is and I don't
iudoements for the general welfare
want to define it."
of the college and not just for their
TSTC members agree that a
specific departments. The idea is consensus exists making good
to pick people who will represent teaching the first priority.
the goals ot a noerai arts However, some members rely
education.. However, as: Lewis more on student evaluations as
points out, politics can play a role
evidence of teaching ability while
in choosing" members if a
others are more responsive to the
department feels it needs better department recommendations. In
representation in order to the granting of tenure TSTC
maintain its curriculum and
usually- - agrees with the

.their time filling out job
nnlirtion and sottina nn
.

when judging a '
professor. "The remarkable
teacher has to be alive in the
prosaic sense of the word.- He
should be alive mentally," says
Lewis. Per ley of ; the. biology
department echoes many of these
earlier sentiments saying that a
specific . list for tenure is too
confining," "if doesn't get at the
consideration

-

.

whole person. '
.
:.- - It is precisely these intangible
qualities which make it difficult for
untenured faculty and others to
discern what is expected from

.

them. Untenured

-

e,

TSTC is placed. "They must be
vague in some sense, since the
nature of excellence is vague,"
McPherson said. "But we need to
get their reaction to things to see
how they weigh various aspects of
academics."
.
Another reason it isn't practical
to define the criteria is that'

30-3- 5

-

the individual department's

requirements for things such as
scholarship and research vary.
Scholarship generally refers to
how well a professor keeps himself
updated m his discipline. Perley
cites the example that publishing
four papers may be scholarly but
so is bringing in symposium

speakers. Both tenure and
"

untenured faculty agree that
Wooster is not a "publish or
perish" institution and that
--

teaching is the first priority.
Nonetheless, untenured members
still find it frustrating to be
constantly evaluated, as they find
always wondering
themselves
whether something they do will
help or hurt them.

.

....

.

Granting tenure involves

,

extensive evaluations on the part
of ' TSTC. Members examine

student evaluations,
'

recommendations. Sitting in on
classestalking with IS students
and other faculty members help
round out the TSTC member's
sense of someone as a teacher and
contributor to the community.
Fobes sums up the duty of TSTC
saying, "The faculty trusts the
judging of these intangible things

by the

tenure,

v

'""'

tenure. A teacher hired at the
one year,
instructor level
renewable contracts up until the
fourth year, at which time he or
she must be promoted tofessistant
professor or not reappointed. As
an assistant professor, one can
year renewaoie
have a
; contract. (A Ph.D; can be hired at
tha nccKTAnr wufi i i enure, is
automatic with an appoimmeni io
the eighth ' year of teaching.
can-hav-

Z-- 3

e

an

a human being...To
judge properly in the educational
context one must do a very
complex mental operation of
judgement. Most people who
judge oversimplify." He cited the
example that a professor's tie, or
lack of, may unconsciously play a
large role in how he is judged by

department recommendation.

Department heads are most often
consulted because they are the
ones who work with the faculty
member on a day to day basis.
No one teaching style was cited
as being more appropriate than
others. ' Members felt that
diversified teaching styles are both
needed and necessary. Whaf fhey
are more concerned with is the
professor's ability to communicate
with the .students effectively in
making them want to learn. It is the
subjective areas such as" how well
this professor is getting his point
across, or how enthusiastic he is
that members must take into

you're judging

individual,

-

As a committee, it is responsible
for working with the department
chairpersons in making personnel
decisions in regard to hiring
renewing contracts and granting

committee-getti- ng

information and facts and pulling
them together with judgement."
Some like James Haden, feel that
the problems of tenure stem
basically from its function as a
judicial body. According to Haden,
when criteria is so loosely defined,
"all kinds of extraneous material
can get into feelings" for who is a
good teacher. He adds, "When
judging anyone for hiring, firing or

.

courses.

ns

' and department

:

.

self-evaluatio-

others.
The issue

.

of tenure has
understandably been the cause of
some resentment and bitterness
on the part of untenured faculty
toward tenured faculty. The
intensity varies. "The untenured
see themselves as a group with
separate interests and concerns..
There's not an extreme rupture
between the two groups but there
are definite distinctions," says
Johnson. Others see the split as
.' resulting from what the untenured
.

perceive

to 'be' increased

standards which are more strictly

enforced
when their

now-tha-

n

older

tenure. Untenured

then carry over once a professor is
tenured and faces new concerns of
salary increases and merit raises.
This then leads to the whole

faculty may look around and see
incompetent individuals tenured
here and then look at all he has
done in comparison and wonder
why he doesn't deserve tenure.
Generally untenured faculty feel
that tenured are sympathetic
toward their problems, yet they
tend to sense more of a division
between the two groups than the
tenured. Communication between
tenured and untenured seems to
be more open within departments,

question of stagnation among
faculty as a result of tenure.
Despite its problems, there is
general agreement among faculty
that a tenure system is better than
no system for a number of
reasons. The job security and
academic freedom provided are
two main points. However, the
absence of a viable alternative is
also a primary factor. Haden, who
has taught at an institution which
didn't have tenure, provides some
insight. He explains that it was
almost like everyone having
permanent tenure because people
were skittish about judging others
negatively without any criteria to
follow, thus making it almost
impossible to get rid of anyone. In
the absence of regulations people
wouldn't make choices.
Suggestions from the faculty for
improving the administration of
tenure take many forms. First
among them is the need for TSTC
to publicly prioritize the criteria

.

and that the ' problem is

d

the situation in which

Vice-Preside- nt

,

:

faculty-understan-

received

at the time
colleagues

between

communication

de-

partments.
TSTC has made some attempts
to deal with the problems posed by
tenure. Last fall they met with the

untenured faculty for three

Mondays in a row in informal rap
sessions to air grievances and
concerns. They also have one
member assigned to every person
up for renewal who makes it a
point to talk with the department
heads, students and other faculty.
As McPherson says, "There's
mistrust on both sides but there's
also the desire for improved
interaction."
Another question raised by
tenure is that of academic'
freedom. Some untenured faculty
feel pressure not to speak out.;
Critics' say that the threat of
tenure promotes a "don't rock the;
boat" approach by the untenured1
faculty. Responding to this Lewis'
says, "It's crucial for institutions to
have critics with different points of
view. If we bring people here and
then pass them through the!
revolving door then we're losing
critics." Haden . also raises the
question of whether this "don't
rock the boat" attitude doesn't
--

-

they use collectively and

i

individually. Another recommendation for clarifying the
concept of good teaching is to
provide a listing of different models
for good teaching. The need for
TSTC to give more constructive
information and advice ?long the
way on a regular basis to new and
untenured, as well as tenured,
faculty with less emphasis on the
evaluative aspect of tenure, is another recommendation made by
untenured faculty. For now the
need for better communication
between TSTC and the faculty is
oversees is the first priority.

Convocation
Kieffer Gives
3

cont. from p.
enrollment here in 1932 to the

present.

He sketched

the

transition from a strongly religious
institution to a more scholarly one,

and emphasized Wooster's

continuing drive for academic
excellence.
He pointed to the decade of the
s
as one of
to the
the most intellectually exciting
times to be part of the faculty.
"This was the beginning of the
current watershed generation," he
said. Students began to question
the conformity of earlier years and
mid-60-

mid-70-

8

constantly challenged the

assumptions of themselves-- , and
their teachers. They sidestepped
the world's hostility to natural
curiosity, he said.
Current students and faculty

must continue this trend, Kieffer
said. "(Present students) all too
often ask me, 'What do you want
me to learn? Do we have to know
this for the test?" " They should
realize that all questions are
important, he said.
Kieffer went on to emphasize his
belief in the importance of

individual

achievement and

recognition. "The trouble with the
present world view. ..is that
individual risks are avoided." he
said. "We expect the government
or private institutions to bear the
burdens of the individual.. .We
need recognition for the individual
who takes a risk." He added that
faculty merit pay raises and the
present tenure system are part of
this "dynamic of individualism" in
which he believes.

Women to March in Illinois
conf. from p. 1
planning and is expected to draw
thousands of supporters from all
over the country. The Illinois
legislature ratification is necessary
for the ultimate ratification of the
ERA. Presently, three more states
must approve the ERA by June 30,
1982. In 1978, Illinois missed
ratification by only two votes. With
increased support in 1980, NOW
expects a victory in the Illinois
legislature.
The march will assemble on
Columbus Drive at one-- end of
3rant Park "at 9:30 a.m. and
proceed to the area where the rally
will be held. Participants are urged
to dress in white. Both musicians'
and speakers will participate in the
rally. Wooster students interested
in supporting the march and rally
are urged to contact Valerie
DuPriest in Akron during the day

or Carla Watson in the
at
concerning
evening at
867-086-

0

644-076-

7.

bus seating reservations

to

Chicago. The bus will leave Akron
at 11 p.m. this evening and return
immediately following the rally.
Tickets are $35.00. Students may
also call the Women's Resource
Center (ext. 238), Denise Alquist
(ext. 442) or Every Woman's
)
for more
House
information.
(263-1020-

SGA BRIEFS
t

Recently there has been
damage to the artworks erected

on campus'.

Despite one's

personal feelings as to their merit,
they do manifest art achievement.
Please encourage people to
respect them.
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Structures Exemplify Order
New Courses offer Diversity

the Hostages

Died, Would You...

nature oir
- the
rlicraver
riiro tnrinn tn
"fine line between structure and
ambiguity."
'
The spiral which - was built
several weeks ago is based on two
mathematical, yet naturally occur
ring, phenomena: the Fibonacci
sequence and a logarithmic spiral,
both explained in a revealing way
' r T
in the exhibit
"Jenny's second structure win not
PEC
be visible here on, campus since it
"
The definition of this structure,
will be planted, yes planted, at
drawings, plans, and one other Quailcrest. This structure, which
"Unstructured Structure." are now again uses the logarithmic spiral as
on exhibit in Severance Art Center. do many flowers, will be. made of
The theme of the show is living sunflowers. Through it Jenny
"Structure: a Sculptural . Definitiis working with the dual ideas of
on."-Through
her own pieces, .'shelter and 'structure.' The definicarefully planned and executed. tion, plan, and model are included
a

by Dianna Troyer

Wooster's art . majors, perhaps
saueezed out bv the Registrar in
Severance, are creating all over
campus now. The first sign of this
new kind of lasting addition to
campus was the wooden pyramid
y
last
constructed by
year just east of the oak grove. This
year her senior Independent Study
show included the wooden spiral
across Beall from Lowry and the

Students gather around the TV

for the evening update on the
Iranian situation and chuckling
over newscaster's attempts to
pronounce the name of Iran's
Goats-bodForeign Minister.
.

announced...."
Yet these . politically aware
students replaced smiles with
pensive expressions
as they
responded seriously to the
question "If the hostages in Iran

Oakley's wooden sculpture represents uncluttered
simplicity and exemplifies the
Structure" which
characterizes her tJS. Nature's orderliness defines much of
'
Oakley's work. Photo by Jay Heiser.
T

would you-- ; favor
military retaliation?"
Some students pointed out that

Jenny-

aggravate hostility between the
United States and Iran. "Military

would accomplish

'James Bond out of the system
and not be embarrassed to make
an apology for certain behavior,
specifically concerning the Shah.

little," saidMelanie Easter, a junior

psychology major. "Violence
begets violence and wouldn't
resolve the hostile relationship
between Iran and our country."

Besides, military action would only
drive the Iranians ' toward the
Soviet camp."
Sophomore Betsy Atwood
echoed Shull's sentiment. "We
aren't going to have a weak image
as a leading world power by not
using force. Foreign policy makers
are overly concerned with what
other countries think of the U.S."
Junior Michelle Florae k noted
the consequences of taking no

"What's the point of

retaliation?" asked Aldon Hynes, a
senior philosophy major. "It
wouldn't bring the hostages back
to life, but bitter attitudes between
our countries would explode."
Ken McElwee noted that
military action would probably
promote
sentiment
in the Middle East, uniting rival
Islamic factions against the U.S.
What would the results be?
Eric Johnson, a chemistry
major, claimed World War III
could be started. If the hostages
died, Td feel bad, but the situation
wouldn't be worth losing more
lives in a war just to get revenge.
Anyway, the U.S. brought the
situation on themselves, making
the mistake of supporting the
Shah the last 25 years."
Political Science professor,
Gordon Shufl agreed that the U.S.
has made mistakes in foreign
policy and should be willing to
admit them. "We need to get the
n

military action. "The U.S.
reputation as a strong world
.

power would weaken, jeopardizing the safety of other Americans
in embassies in politically unstable

countries.

I

don't condone

violence, but see no other
alternatives."
"Fighting is about our only
alternative," said freshman Rob
Corts. It would be morally wrong if
the Iranians killed the hostages.
They're my fellow Americans and
Fd be willing to fight in their

honor."
Sophomore Timothy S pence
offered an alternative to military
action. "I would temporarily
revoke all passports of the Iranians
living in America. Perhaps these
people could alleviate the hostility
Iranians feel toward us." Why
should we use military force and
kill innocent Iranians who aren't
even holding the hostages? That
would only worsen relations with
thern."

Flair Travel

Consultants
348 E. DOW MAN ST.
For Your Convenience
Must off the College Campus!

History professor. James

Tickets for Passion Play

Hodges offered a solution "totally
averse to American ideals that
may sound absurd." By ignoring
the whole situation, the militants
could no longer use the hostages
as an attention getting device to air
their political grievances. Having

August 10. 11
CfiEJVWMERGAU S225

CALL
2G4-65- 05

Rgiatard Ohio Travel

-

"Un-structur-

military force would only

anti-America-

no use for the hostages, the
militants just might release the
hostages unharmed," he said

Agant

TA0305

laughing.

LEHMAN'S WOOD SHOPPE
171 W. Main St. Smithville
t
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New Courses Offer Diversity
by Katharine L. Blood
The College of Wooster is now
offering a major in International
Relations. The curriculum for this
major will be
and will be administered by an
Interdepartmental Administering
Committee. This committee will be
responsible for supervising the
Senior Conference. The distribution requirements for the International Relations major consists of 9
courses distributed in the following
way:
in International Processes
in States and
and Problems
Regions in the International Comin a Foreign
munity, and
language beyond 113, or, having
competence in
achieved 1
a first foreign language, through
113 in a second. One Social
Science method course will be
required as well as 3 independent
study courses xh credit of Senior
inter-department-

3--

Science courses: 101 Computer
Programming I, 102 ' Computer
Programming II, 203 Introduction
of Computer Systems, 205 Introduction to . File Processing. 307
Data Structures and Aiorithm
Analysis, and 308 Organization of

al

6

2-- 5

1-- 3

and .an overseas

-.r---'.,!.quarter.
in the Studio Art department
most of the changes occur in course
number, and titles. The only course
to be added is Art 300: Special
Problems in Studio.- This course
will provide a more efficient means
to organize third-levwork in
drawing, painting, printmaking,
ceramics and sculpture.
In the Art History Department,
Art 101- - The Introduction to-- the
History of Art will be divided into
two courses. Art 103 will cover
Egypt to the Italian Renaissance,
while Art 104 will go from the
Renaissance to the present These
courses will be taught alternate
quarters. Students can take these
at any time, individually or in a
sequence. This change occured
because many students felt the
course should- - be expanded to
move beyond a sketchy treatment
of Art History. A 310 Seminar on
Special Topics in the History of Art
will also be added. This is an
intensive investigation and analysis
of an art" historical problem or
topic. This Seminar will replace the
Junior Seminar in Methodology.
"An addition of a minor in
Computer Science has also been
added to Wooster's curriculum.
The minor consists of six computer
r

-

-

--

el

wrestling.

'
,

325 Exercise

Physiology ' and
The application of
the principles of mechanics and the
laws of physics to the motor
movements of various physical
education activities.
326 Evaluation in Physical Education and Motor Learning- - Psychological principles applied to the
learning of gross motor skills, with
emphasis on the activities of
physical education: introduction to
the principles and fundamentals of
":
movement education.
327 Adapted Physical Education
Biomechanics-

-

'.

Rcdkcn

.

Studies This course deals with the
Adaptation of physical education
activities for atypical children and
the history, theory, and philosophy
of outdoor education.
conf. on p. 9

precision "
haircutting

R
7

only 10 min. away,

"

"r

next'tOxivillB

K
Inn

hair analysis
2S2-554- 3

345 N. Market

.

and Leisure and Recreation

7

--

-

-

.
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Look Good for
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for Men

Vk!alSoon

.

2 locations

s.

'
Bever-Rama- da

in

the exhibit.

-

'

The final piece is perhaps the
most challenging, set in contrast to
the precise order of the rest of the
exhibit It is an "Unstructured
Structure;" ambiguous, humorous,
and precarious, it is meant to raise
questions. Is it or is it not structure?
"I have always had an inherent
attraction to order." said Jenny in
relation to her theme" I am
fascinated by rows of things, and
architecture." Jenny found the
order she loved in nature itself
mathematically perfect, and ultimately pleasing to the senses, as is
the
-

.

whole-exhibi- t.

Family Inspires

Parr's
Fabric Art
by Karen McCartney
This week marked the end of the
Women in Art symposium which
has included lecturesdemonstration, and exhibits. On . Tuesday
Joyce Parr, whose work will
remain on exhibit, in Frick Art
Museum until May 11. --gave a
lecture and slide presentation on
her work which was a revealing
glance at an artist's life and how it
is incorporated into her worker Parr grew up in a closely knit
Finnish community where tradition
and loyalty were a way of life. As a
young woman she moved away
from traditions and the provincial

atmosphere

has always

she

known. After studying art, mainly
painting, and philosophy, she
moved to New York to be a part of
the art community there. Her work
-- II

I

.U

t

I

.

more and more 'abstract
Knowing this might come as a
surprise to those who have seen
her work. For now Parr has a new
focus to her work. Her art springs
from her life, her work, her family,
and, most of all her home. Parr is a
wit e. mother, and teacher. She
corn, on p. y
...
--

Former Professor to
Explain Iran Crisis .
p.
com.

jrom i
skmed a trearu atlouina the
Soviets to intervene in Iran when
--

'

political

.

arose,

instability

explained Andersen. Now Iranian
leaders tried to revoke the treaty,
but Soviet spokesmen have
refused to terminate it, he added.
Used by the Soviets in 1946,

:

Andersen noted that the treaty
could be a toehold for Soviet entry
into Iran, despite Iranian clerics'

hairstylists
-

A.

Irv-th- e

13-lev- el

Conference

Languages.

Programming

thorough background in Algebra is
the only mathematical prerequisite.
In the Philosophy and Russian
department, an Interdepartmental
399: Seminar on Dostoevsky, will
be offered. This course will include
reading some of Dostoevsky's
major works and will be team
taught.
Physical Education Department 12 courses have been
dropped. In their places are ' the
following courses:
243 Teaching of Sports Activities-whic- h
is the methods of teaching
archery, bowling, and gymnastics.
254 Coaching andT eaching Team
Sports I-- which consists of methods
of coaching and teaching baseball,
field hockey, soccer and voDeyban.
255 Coaching and Teaching Team
Sports II consisting of methods of
coaching and teaching basketball,
football, softball. or track and field.
256 Coaching and Teaching Individual Sports- - which is the methods of coaching and teaching two
of golf, swimming, tennis, and

BEAUTY CENTER

'

.

-

were- - killed,

retaliation

'

tne

.

Jenny-Oakle-

y

--

ctn

.

in the basement of Lowry, listening

-

Jenny explores

234-C20- 1

'

vehement opposition to
communism and Soviet inter'
vention in Afghanistan.
- ;
Also, Andersen , wiH speak
-

Room at &15 on Afghanistan. In a
political science roundtable on
Thursday at 4.00 in Lowry 119. he
rtt

Inn

formulated.

f

m

:

-

-

v--

-

-
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New- Course Offerings Add
Diversity Within Departments

I

-

cont. from p. 8
374 First Aid and Prevention and
Care of Athletic Injuries ":. This
course stresses ways to prevent and
care "for injuries common " in
physical education and athletics.
Per375 Theories of
formance is the application of
exercise physiology, kinesiology,
and motor learning to
performance.
The Religion Department is also
dropping a number of courses. The
new cburses offered in contemy?porary theology are:
227 Women in Religion- - ' A
discussion of feminist theological
concerns such as women's experience as a basis for . theology,
Mariology. mother goddess mythology, reinterpretation of scripture
and tradition.' ordination and worship in a feminist context.
228 Belief and Unbelief- - a discussion of the modern challenges to
belief in God and the responses of
contemporary philosophers of religion and theologians.
229 Modern Christian Thinkers
An introduction of contemporary
Protestant and Roman Catholic
theology.
230 Topics in Contemporary
Western Theology An advanced
study of one central theological
High-Lev-

el

high-lev-

'

el

:

-

:

--

issue.

301

Seminar in Religion- - An
of a significant topic

investigation

t

--

Crossroads was developed to
involve growing numbers of young
relationpeople in a
ship of some depth with their
counterparts on the African cone

face-to-fac-

tinent. The worktravelstudy

designed as a
corrective to the
historical imbalance of visitors only
taking from the African people and
"jnot giving to them.. Eight to ten
American ' participants, a
roads leader, and about an equal
number of African student volunteers will join with. ,a rural
community for 6 weeks in a project
that involves vigorous physical
labour. The living is patterned after
the village community, participants
cope with common rural conditions such as not having electricity
or running water cooking outdoors over a wood fire: and eating
a modest
experience

long-overdu-

is

e

.

low-protei-

high-starc- h,

diet..;,

.

..

.

n

"

-

.The total cost to Crossroads to
send a person to Africa is $3200.
Each participant is automatically
granted a $1200 scholarship upon
their acceptance and must raise the
remaining money themselves. The
;

.

i

three .Wooster students have

developed a number of ways for
and community persons
and . groups to support their
efforts. A concert has
been scheduled for Friday. May 9
from 7 to 11 p.m.
college

fund-raisin- g

;

Family Inspires
Parr's Fabric Art

in the field of religion. Other
changes have been made in the
History of Christianity and Religion
hi America section of religion.
Three courses have been Tevised
and the Course 237 Sects and
Cults has been added. This course
covers several historic' American
religious movements. 'such as the
Mormon. Jehovah's Witnessejs,
Christian Science. Black Muslims,
and the Amish, as well as some of
the "new religions."

' cont. from p. 8
finds her art a way of putting

-

Ther

added two new courses for next
year.

:

321 Elementary Language Arts
and Curriculum- - which deals with
the 'study. of 'the1 structure" and
philosophy of the various kinds of
elementary school organization
and how to organize class for
different kinds of learning
experiences.
322 Elementary Social Studies and
Science- - The Theory and research
in modern elementary social
studies and science curricula and

,

O

4

-

instruction.

The Spanish department added
199 Introduction to Hispanic Literary Studies to its course listing. This
course is an introduction to literary
analysis designed to develop critical principles in the assessment of
prose fiction, poetry and drama.
The course selection booklets
containing these changes will come
out today..

Another way to support the
program is through the Crossroads
swhTtathon.' Swimmers collect
pledges of so much per lap from as
many sponsors as possible. The
laps can be swum on Wed. May 7:
on Sunday. May 1 1 from
p.m.;
or on Monday May 12 from
p.m. in the College pool.
Raffle tickets are a third way to
help send these students to Africa.
The tickets are $1 each or a book
of 5 for $4. The winner of the raffle
ticket to either
receives a round-triWest Africa or the West Indies and
rickets are available from the
students.
Finally, a community workday
has been planned to involve
college and community people'
Student volunteers will perform
jobs such as yardwork. cleaning
and painting for community residents, with the money earned
going to Crossroads.
For. more information on all
of these fundraisers, or to make a
direct donation, contact Jan
Birchfield
John Rider
(ext. 441),.. or Mark Pierson
"
'
(ext. 341).
3-- 5

5-- 9

p

.

(264-6527-

).

Don Nol Manager of the
Florence O. Wilson Bookstore,
would like to clarify one item in the
rules . pertaining to the photography contest. "All entries will be
returned to the student photographers." . Mr. Noll said.. "The

photographers will retain complete
rights to their photos. The bookstore is only asking for the use of
the winning, photos for
reproduction."
Mr. Noll also said that the deadline for the contest has been extended to Friday. May 23. "So far.
the competition is very keen. Pm
really enthusiastic' about the skill
demonstrated by our student
photographers and the variety arid
beauty of the subjects chosen." he
added.
one-tim- e

together the pieces of life into
something beautiful.
Inspiration for her work in
fabrics, batik and applique, came in
a large way from folk art. Returning
to the traditions of her childhood
she found beauty in rag and yarn
rugs that were so ordinary yet
personal and cherished. Such
thinqs as oatchwork of all lands.
including India, Influenced her.
"The women who did these things
were middle-aged- ,
they had homes
to take care of. husbands and
children. Yet they put the time into
stitching together the rags and
discarded clothes into something
beautiful." Parr said.
At the base of Parr's art is her
own coming to terms with her life,
of finding art and joy in a world
that often seems confined. Her
work is full of the tradition and
feelings of the timeless roles of
women. Parr believes that, like
these women, we all have power
over the world around us, to draw
meaning and beauty from even the
most ordinary pieces of our lives.
-

Education department

Crossroads in Africa Students Plan
Activities for Quarter
Fundcom.Raising
jrom p.

personal and professional growth.
Since it was founded in 1958
Crossroads has sent 5000 vohin
teers to African countries to spend
their summers living and working
with rural village communities.
This year's participants are part
of a select group chosen by a
rigorous application process from a
large number-o- f
applicants. Two
seniors. John Rider and Mark
Pierson. and one junior. Jan
Birchfield. have been selected from
Wooster.

-

Paul Hartje and Glenn Becker in a scene from Beckett's "Waiting
for Godot," to be staged May 7 in Zeitgeist. Photo by Jay
16-1-

neiser.

Library to Tighten Security
Andrews Library will make two
changes soon in an effort to
improve the availability of library
books. Because many students and

professors have been inconvenienced by loss of books and the
current long loan periods, an
electronic security system will be
installed during the summer and
new circulation regulations will
take effect in September.
A 1979 sample inventory indicates a loss of about 1500 volumes
for that year. At current prices, the
replacement of these books will
cost $36,000. a sum which includes a $5.00 processing cost for
each volume. Books removed
from the library without being
checked out are also, in effect lost,
even though some may eventually
be returned. In the meantime they
are not available for use.
For several years dissatisfied
patrons have suggested that procedures be instituted which would
give better control of the library
collection. Various systems have
been studied: the present plan,
which limits building exits and
channels traffic near the Information Center Desk, has been in
effect since 1976. While this
system has helped, it has. by no
means, solved the problem. For
this reason, a decision was made in
1979 to purchase the widely-useTattle Tape security system for
Andrews Library. This system,
increasingly familiar to users of
libraries in this country, has two
basic components: an electronic
gate which will be installed at the
two main entrances toy the library
and sensing devices which will be
placed in the books and periodicals. When an item is borrowed,
the circulation assistant will deactivate the sensing device to
permit the book to be carried
through the electronic gate and out
of the building. If the, book is not
cleared at ' the loan desk, the
d

electronic alarm will sound and the
exit gate will lock.

The second change to increase
book and periodical availability will
take effect in September, New
circulation regulations which will
shorten the general loan period will
make possible the use of an item
by more than one individual in a
quarter. The basic loan period for
books then will be three weeks with
the exception of books needed by
the faculty and those necessary for
Senior Independent Study. These
materials may be borrowed for
longer periods of time. One
renewal period will be permitted
loan.
for books on a
For periodicals the loan period will
be seven days. The faculty loan
period will be for one quarter with
unlimited renewal privileges.
If materials
are to be more
readily available, prompt return of
borrowed items is necessary. To'
encourage compliance .with the
new circulation provisions, a system of fines will be instituted for
overdue books and periodicals.
Full details of the new circulation
polirv and the system of fines will
be announced in September.
These changes should greatly
reduce the frustration which has
been so widely felt on this campus
both because of missing books and
the undue long loans.
three-wee-

non-academ-

Save gas! For summer fun come to
Carlisle's Canoe Livery at New
Philly. Group rates. Lots of fun.
216-33PH
3805,
216-343763-

.

3,

9

216339-401- 0

ABORTION: Akron Women's
Clinic offers safe, personalized
and confidential abortions up.
through 15 weeks. Lowest fees
ADC accepted. 513 West Market
St. Call toB free
9150.
Summer andor winter jobs at lake
and ski resort. Free quarters and
good pay for men and women.
Long hours, but you can earn up
to $2500 per quarter and save
most of it. Write immediately with
full details about yourself.
Brandywine Ski and Summer
Resort, Box 343. Northfield. Ohio
1-800-

-362

k

;

44067.

mimmmm

Applications available for the
Student Manager of the Cage.
Salaried Position. 20 hours per
week. Good experience for a
person interested in business or
Bill
management. Interested-se- e
Daywalt in the SAB office or call
ext. 563 or 445.
.

Farmhouse. 20 minutes from
College. Person needed to share
rent. Cal Chris, 6837216.

e
TT

8

MS

ccarmr
vnf!:AL

SGA BRIEFS

The General Assembly
allocated the remaining money in
the General Fund. The Fund is
now depleted until next year.
Ed Cerny recently announced
that the price for transportation,
using the college vans, would be
trips.
going up for
The increase will be from 12 a
mile to $40 for the first 200 miles
(50C a mile). The SGA will be
investigating why the big increase.
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Scots

Kelk Rowers

Red-Ho-t

!

To Searing Stretch Drive
by Hank
It's

Speny

time.
Although coach Bob Morgan
and his crew are coasting along
with a 37-season record, their
chances of winning the OAC
' Northern Division crown are in
limbo. Ohio Northern, which was
lucky to catch the Scots on an off
day. swept a double header back in
April and holds a slim lead over the
Scots in the Division. Wooster's
fate rides on the outcome of
Thursday's (58) NortrierrrHeidel-bergame.
Even if the Scots should finish
second, they still will be in fine for a
post season, bid and deservingly
nail-bitin-

g

5

g

--

so.

The Scots helped their chances
week by cruising through

this

seven games, including two
r
sweeps.
Conference rival Mt. Union was
the first victim on the string. The
Scots obliterated the Pilots 16-behind the incredible hitting of Tim
Kelly. Tim Basilone, and Mike
Knox. Kelly had two hits, two RBI.
scored three runs and hit a
home-run- .
Basilone scored three
and knocked in three. Knox
outscored the entire Mt Union
team by himself. He blasted two
home' runs and knocked in five
altogether.
The Scots swept a pair from
Friday. The first game was not
artistic as the Scots succumbed to
sloppiness. but still
pulled out a IS win.
Freshman Steve Czwalga provided the punch with three hits
.including a homerun. and two
RBIs. Tim Kelly, the OAC player of
the week, also cracked a
double-heade-

4

late-innin- g

four-bagge-

r.

!

Jeff Kohler pitched five innings
three-hi- t
ball and Wayne
Hitchcock wrapped it up with two
innings of scoreless relief.
The parade continued Saturday
at Central State. The Scots swept a
l
from CSU for the second
time in little over a week. Mike
Knox and Czwalga each homered
to lead the attack in the 54 first
game win.
It was scheduled to be a
but no one need
wonder why the Lords packed up
their bags and left after the first
game.
With two and three RBIs in the
Kenyon game respectively, both
Knox and Basilone have tied the
OAC single season RBI mark. The
record of 53 was set last year by
Otterbein's Doug Barr...BasiIone is
second in the Conference batting
race at .440...Knox leads the
league in homers (14). ..Bob
has the best pitching
.L
)
record in the Conference
Chuck Chokenea has the third best
of

.

twin-bil-

,

.

double-heade-

17

.

r,

'

-,

.-

.

.

Mc-Fadd- en

(8-0-

Tim Kelly slammed three homers, ten hits, and collected eight RBI in being named OAC player of
the week. Photo by Bill Hoese.

Conference Titles Decided This Week

ERA (1.40).

The Scots won the second 10-as John Maiden homered and
drove in three runs. Steve Ficyk
drove two across with some timely
hits and was perfect on the plate
Tim Basilone also had two
5

(3-3- ).

RBI.

Winners of
both the Northern and Southern
divisions will likely be decided this
week as the Ohio Conference
baseball races enter their stretch
.
'
runs.
,--

Tuesday the Scots drilled still
another opponent with a 16-- KO
over Kenyon.
".
It seemed like everybody got
into the act. Kelly continued his
torrid hitting, going
and scoring
with
four runs. Basilone was
two RBIs. Mark Kraus scored four
runs. Steve Cwalga and Chip
Furlong homered.
1

'

.

4-- 4

3-- 6

Ohio Northern. 9 1 in divisional
play and
overall, and
Wooster , 36-5- ) are the main
combatants in the North with
Heidelberg
still in the
running.
"

19-7-- 1

(9-2-

;

(5-3.9--

6)

The Princes would

still

--

need

Kelly Named OAC Player of Week

The second game put Findlay in
front of the Wooster firing squad.
The College of Wooster baseball
.
The Scots burned the Oilers
team, for the second week in a
Kflly was perfect at the plate
with a walk. He scored five runs, .row. had a player named hitting
Star of the Week for the Ohio
drove in two more, and slammed
Athletic Conference.
RBI with a
in the
Junior Tim Kelly, the starting
two-ruhomer in the first inning. In
for the Scots (who also
catcher
all. the Scots collected 17 hits
against three beleaguered Pmdlay plays shortstop when not catch' pitrheTS.
ing), collected 10 hits in 18 at bats
last week, ripping three home runs
and knocking in eight runs. Kelly
alsohad an
percentage of
.636 for the week as Wooster won
BE ALL AVE
five contests.
Kelly
hitting
Currently.
is
376
I " . t,n,.,H.,
for the season, ninth-bes- t
in the
24 Hour Coin-OLaundry
conference, while he is second in
Dry Cleaning
the leaque in doubles (11) and
triples (4). The Rocky River native
has also pounded eight home runs
16-1-

(4-4- ).

game-winnin-

g

n

on-bas- e

ECON-O-WAS- H

I

tN-r-

f

p

9-4:-

15

so far this year.
Wooster. 37-- on the season, is
the second-ranketeam' in the
OAC in hitting (.334). second in
pitching (2.20 earned run average)
and third in fielding (.949).
5

d

The. College of Wooster men's track team finished their regular
dual meet season with a victory
over Hiram College by a 73-6count.
The Scots' win closed out their
injury riddled season with a 3-record, as they look ahead to the
Ohio Athletic Conference meet
this weekend. ' Senior
Todd Lamb finished his dual meet
career on a high note as he won
both the discus and the shot,
setting a school record in the shot
with a 50-,12. breaking the
existing mark of 50-- set in 1963.
" was really pleased to see Todd
finally break tC said head coach
-- Jim Bean of Wooster.; "Another
thigh point in the meet was the
Bo- - Loeffler.
return, of
0

..

5

co-capta-

in

7

--

Pittsburgh

I 'The Plzzxwlth the Bi
Uuriirooms. AncboYie

i

;:;Y

Secret!

co-captai-

Peppers. Onions

Unbalsed pizza to go """'tyC-

-

:

'

n

Carry-Ou-

Only

t.

2)

after being out with injuries: He will

ready for the conference meet
this weekend."
Other outstanding performers
for the Scots included Mark
Thomas, who won the javelin at
164-112, good enough . for
zte

0

conference qualification. Ron

Austin, who won-th- e
high jump,
and Chris - Thomas. . who was
secorid (6-- and 6-- respectively).
John Ferenchik took a second in
the
in
12 and
Chris Thomas copped a second in
."
'
jump.
- In
.the running events. Wooster
fared, just as well as they won
seven of nine events. John Johns
won the 1500 in a time of 4:16.8.
while in the 100 meter dash it was
Tim : Jackson and Dave' Acuna
6

triple-jum- p

41-1- 0

..

the-lon-g

--

.

,

--

--

(6-5-

11-12- ).

p

field-brigad-

e

;

doubleheader Saturday before
hosting the Muskies in a single tilt
Monday. May 12. One Marietta
win drops Muskingum out of the
'.
race.
'. The Pioneers can't afford to look
ahead to" its" encounters with
Muskingum, though, as they have
a twinbill slated with Denison .
)
Wednesday, and Otterbein
breathing down their necks. The
Cardinals, hitting everything and
anything in sight (.344). are a live
threat to win the South should
Marietta falter. .
-

(5-7-

9-21-

,

to Families"
Serving Houn: ..
Tuesday-Thr- u
Saturdays
II A.M. 'til 2:30 P.M. and 5 P,M. 'til P.M.
Sunday II A.M. til 3 P.M.
Closed Mondays
.

-

264-89- 08

.

.

Portage Square

Plaa

'

taking one-twin 113 and 11.48.
respectively. Keith Allen ran a
personal best in the 400 intermediate hurdles .as he won in 56.8.
John Ferenchik took the 200
meters in 23.3. while Jackson was
third John Metz captured the 800
in 1:54.5. .while Bruce Caldwell
and Abdoti Saar teamed up for
second and third in the 400.
o

i

'. Both the 400 and the 1600
meter relay teams came through
for the Scots as the 400 team of
Jackson. Ferenchik." Loeffler and
D'Angelo won in 44.02. The
1600 team of Caldwell. Loeffler.
DAngelo and Kevin Quinn took a
v .
victory m' 3:27.9 . '
t-o-

u

.

-

Closed Tues.

Southern chase also has a longshot
.
in Muskingum
The
Muskies have three games left on
their conference schedule, all with
Marietta. The Pioneers, with the
(1.55 ERA) and
top mound-cor(.958) in the
best .
OAC. visit Muskingum for a

4.

Banquet Facilities A vaitable
5-1-2,

29-1-- 1)

(8-2-

10-18--

v.

--

t

8,

7)

.

'We. Cater

m.

Fri. Sat 5p.m. 2a.m.

Sunday

(1--

(4-7.5--

r

tveixs to voostcri
Come See Ua:
--

from-

Z "

'Also Serving Italian American Foods

Wee3cdays-5p.m.-la.-

;

.

Avenue

- Mount Union
Kenyon
and
Orvrlin (1 10. 1 19). though, to
win the Northern title. The Purple
Raiders host Ohio Northern in a
twinbill Saturday while the Lords
visit Wooster for a single game
Wednesday and the Yeoman
entertain the. Scots in a' Saturday
doubleheader. Mount Union. Kenyon and Oberlin upsets would give
Heidelberg a shot at the crown.
Wooster has its title hopes riding
along with the fortunes of Heidelberg and Mount Union. Unless one
of these squads stops the Polar
Bears, the Scots cannot repeat as
Northern Division champions,
even if they were to win their three
remaining contests.
The scene is-- very similar in the
South with Marietta (8-.
in the lead with Otterbein
a close second. The
help

2-18-- 1).

-

Thinclads Capture Final Dual Meet

9

764

:

Wooster

"

. '" The Scots wiH enter this week-- "
; end's OAC meet in Berea (Baldwin Wallace) with eight individuals
and both relays. Wooster qualifiers
include Lamb (shot and discus).
Ron- - Austin and Chris Thomas
(high jump). Quinn (800). D'Angelo (400 IM) Mark Thomas
(javelin) and Loeffler (400).
."Ve've been working towards this
meet all season." said Bean. "The
emotions should be running high
and I think we will do the job;'we
:

are

capable-of.-

"

...

-

,
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MLA Tburfiey First Round
by John Clegg "

.

--

The College of Wooster men's
lacrosse team played to the old
adage that you compete to the
level of your opponent's ability, as
the Scots took..a" sloppy 10-victory over a far inferior Oberlin
the : first round of the
team
Midwest Lacrosse Association
tournament Tuesday.
"Mental mistakes, lack of hustle,
lack of intense play." were the
- comments
ot head coach Art
Marangi of Wooster following the
game. Wooster jumped out to an early
lead, behind the play of sophomore Mark Munzert, and freshmen Pete Green and - Steve
Williams, all of whom netted goals
lead.
in the first period for a
Despite poor passing and lack of
motivation. Wooster held on to the
lead with goals from Munzert.
Green and junior John Pizzarelli
and led at the half
"We had at least six opportunities for easy goals and we couldn't
capitalize on them" said Marangi.
"We had a total inability to control
the crease area on loose ball
situations."
In the third quarter it was
Munzert and Pizzarelli agairt each
driving home goals early In the
But
oeriod to boost the lead to
"without the help of starting de
fensemen John Rogan and Glen
in.--

.

IV

.

Blumenthal the defense crumbled

ond goal of the quarter for the
lead at the end of the
Scots'
period.
In the final period. Oberlin came
out hot. scoring two quick goals to
with 10 minutes
cut the lead to
left to play. After several close
Oberlin shots. Mu&zert again
scored, at 5:21 to seal the win for
the Scots.
Munzert ended with four goals
and two assists, while Pizzarelli had
three goals and two assists. Other
Wooster scorers were Green with
two. Steve Williams with one. and
Tom Hebble with an assist.
In the cage, freshman goalie
Kevin Balkam registered 17 saves
and classmate Rob Lavalle had
four, compared to Oberlin's John
Lamanaco with 13.
Wooster will be in Bowling
CWtn today to face Michigan
Stale.
9--

,

5

9-- 7

6-- 2.

by Hank Speny
Despite a last place finish in the

Indiana of Pennsylvania Invitational last week, head coach Bob
Nye of The College of Wooster
feels his golfers are building a full
head of steam toward the ' Ohio
Athletic Conference Champion- ships which will begin Thursday at
Kenyon.
"We'll be right jn the thick of
things." said Nye. "Our schedule
has been tougher and we have
performed well under stress."
Capital and. Ohio Wesleyan are
The College of : Wooster - women's lacrosse team defeated Ohio rated at the top of the OAC
Wesleyan 16-Saturday to "im- , entering the tournament Capital is
on ..the ;coming off a victory in the Ohio
prove its Tecord to
Wesleyan- -. Invitational and a
season, "second place finish in the Wittenberg Invitational a week earlier.
in its own
Wesleyan was runner-uThe first. 10 minutes of- the
contest was closely fought as both . tourney and placed , third at
Wittenberg.
teams exchanged goals. Sophomore scoring power Sandy Strat-to. Denison will also be a team to be
reckoned with. The Big Red
scored three unanswered goals
to turn the game around for the. appeared - strong early in the
Scotties. and Wesleyan never ; seasorv. slipped a bit. but now
recovered as Wooster took a 10-appears on the rebound after
locker room.placing third at OWU. Wooster has
lead into-t- he
to be counted among the con-- ,
tenders, with freshmen Scott
and Tal Selby leading the
way. Wittenberg, with Wooster
Stratton and soph Nancy Hall,
along with senior Ellen Hicks, led
the Wooster balanced scoring
effort with four goals apiece.
Sm Europ Economically
2 Mown YOUTHPAS- only SZ90
Seniors ' Mary Ann Brown and
16 Countries!
Unlimited Rl TrvH-iKathy Seaman, and freshmen
1ST Class Bail Passes- - S Of 21 Days
I 2 or 3 Months- - SAME DAV SERVICE
Cindy Runnette and Carolyn
Euiope By Email
We Wrote the Buuk
Molyneaux. each scored one goal
.
Write or Phone the Rail Enperts
.
apiece.
THE TRAVEL GUIDE CO.
.
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Sophomore Mark Munzert, the Scots' leading scorer, chalked up
four more in win over Oberlin. Photo by William E. Hoese.

Scots Gear for OAC Championships

8-- 2,

Scottie Lacrosse
Blasts Wesleyan

..v..

.

.

--

:

C

late in the third quarter as Oberlin's
Hense scored three times in nine
minutes. Pizzarelli added his sec-

3-- 1

!

J
m.

.

7

-

"

p

".

High product Andy Steiner on the
squad, could be S
candidate.
According to Nye, Wooster is
better prepared going into the
tournament. Capital, Ohio Wesleyan and Denison have played
each other five weeks in a row," he
said. "They' know each other too
well. They haven't seen much of
us. and that gives us an advantage.
We've also competed against
stronger teams than they have."
Wesleyan's Jim Blackmore and
Greg Fisher and Capital's Bill
Stapleton are names to watch. But
"Tharrington and Selby rank with
the best of them." Nye said.
Competition begins Thursday
with an 18 hole, round. Play will
conclude Friday with a 36 hole
finish. "It is an endurance and skill
test." explained Nye.
dark-hors- e

Wooster. who won the national
championship in 1975. will be
hoping for a Division III playoff bid.
and the team's performance in the
OACs will be judged critically as
bid decisions will be made Friday
night. "We are going to have to
play well," summed up Nye.

Smithville Inn
109 West Main :

Smithville
"Where Chicken Is King"
Make Your Reservations for Graduation
669-264-

1

n
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Box

Columbus. Ohio 43220

t6!4459 0372

PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST

Two Divisions: Color or Black & White
Each division will have 3 prizes:
1st - Kodak

XL-32-

Q

movie camera

2nd - $25 of credit for film of your choice
3rd - $15 of credit for film of your choice

RULES:

1) Entries limited to bona fide full time students at The College
2) Entries limited to 4 ea. per category per contestant.
3) All prints submitted must be 5x7 or 8x10 and eitherpatted
dry mounted.
,
.

of Wooster.

or ,

prints must have. 3x5 card affixed firmly to the print with entrant's
name and College address.
5) Deadline 4:00 PM, May 20, 1980 at The Florence O. Wilson Bookstore.
6) Winners photos will be eligible for College of Wooster Engagement
Desk Calendar to be published summer 1980, for school year 1980-8and will become property of The Florence O. Wilson Bookstore. .
7) All winners must submit negatives and sign release form
for publication rights.
4) All

1,

STYLING & HAIRCUTS
MEN

mm
Mm

J

FOR
WOMEN

&

ALL DECISIONS BY JUDGES FINAL
262-316-

6

410 N. MARKET

Judges:

Miss Sybill Gould
Mr. Hans Jenny
Mr. Rod Williams

The Florence O. Wilson Bookstore

V
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Women Tracksters Finish
Third at Baldwin-Wallac- e

1

r

the Scotties their lead. Wooster
the 400 meter relay of
Charlene Kemp, Darlene Kemp,
Char Inforzato and Pam Wiffis.
Darlene Kemp won the 100 meter
hurdles ; with Charlene getting
second, while Charlene won the "
100 meter dash with Darlene
placing second. Pam Willis won
the 200 with Char .Inforzato

The College of Wooster's
Womens track team continued its
success this week as they placed
e
15
third in the
team invitational Saturday, May 3.
Baldwin-Wal-l
ice won the meet
with 96 points, while Ohio
Wesleyan placed second with 85
and Wooster a lose third with 74.- -

won

Baldwin-Wallac-

r
;

--

Kinp captured

Darlene

0' irf

Vi---.-

!

Surprising women's track team was third at

B--

W.

Photo by Julia Slater.

Tennis Roundup...

Racquetwomen Earn Five State Berths
by Mike Smith
The entire College of Wooster
women's tennis team is at the state
championships in Delaware, Ohio
this weekend as the Scotties
posted a strong second place finish
in the satellite tournament held
here last Friday and Saturday."
"Usually only the first place team
will take aD its players to state."
remarked coach Doc Sexton, "but
since three of the four strongest
teams in the state were in our
' satellite, the three top finishers
(Ohio Wesleyan. Wooster, and
Kenyon) last weekend will make
the trip to Delaware. Ohio.
Wooster women grabbed five
finalist spots in the satellited Brooke
Bashore outlasted a very emotional opponent from Kenyon. 6-6-6-to take a spot as first
singles finalist. At second singles
sophomore Nina Gordon defeated
Sara Swanson of Kenyon 6-while Audi Wynn gave Kenyon 's
6-Celeste Penny a
thrashing
at third singles. Sophomore Barb
Gressen breezed by her opponent
from Muskingum.
but feB
to a strong Ohio Wesleyan girl in
the second round of play. Jan
Oder fell
but Sophomore
Ann Esgar gave Wooster their
fourth singles finalist by netting a
.

7.

3.

3

3,

7-- 5,

.

6-- 1.

1

6-2.6-

6-- 4.

-0.

6-- 0.

6-1.6-

-1

victory at the sixth spot.
In doubles play, only the pairing

of Brooke Bashore and Audi
Wynn took a finalist spot as they
coasted to an easy win over
Swanson and Penny of Kenyon.
6-6-Wooster s second doubles
team of Jani Oder and Janine
Boocks and third doubles team of
1.

2.

a season upset. The College

of Wooster men's tennis tearn
Saturday.
defeated Heidelberg
The victory upped the Scot netters
on the year.
to
"For putting together a team
within the. last week, we played
super tennis." said Wooster head
coach Hayden Schilling, who.
letter-malearned last week two-yeAndy Leyinson would be out
for the season with a back injury.
Schilling went down the ladder
and came up with freshman John
Crazier to fill in key spots.
Wooster's doubles teams led off
the match by winning all three
slots. At first doubles, the consistent
team of Paul Wardlaw and John
6-Thomas took an easy 6-decision, while Crazier and soph
Greg Tonian. who only played
together early in the season, took a
6-- 3

6-- 5

WORLD-WID- E
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Shoppe
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PIZZA
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Hunter commented: "Again I am very pleased
with the results. A number, of
outstanding performances were
turned in and I anticipate the times
to continue to drop as the season
progresses.'
The Scotties did not dwell on
past glory, and went on to beat
Coach Bruce

Lorain ' County Community
College and Mount Union
Tuesday, May 6 on their home
field.

In the field ' events, Jenny
Chandler captured a first place n
the javelin. Darlene ' Kemp also
grabbed a first in the long jump,
with 'Charlene Kemp placing
second. Ten Warden jumped to a
second place in the high jump,
while SaDy Barton earned a third in
both the discus and shot put.
As usual the sprint events gave

If'

I
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2522 Cleveland Rd.
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Spring Flowers
Get Your Color Film
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decision. Schilling's
hew combo of Jeff Baka and Mike
Rabin, who have never played
together, upset an undefeated
6-Heidelberg pair 6-That was the first time aQ
season we swept doubles with
victories when we were considered
the underdogs." said Schilling. 1
was especially pleased with the
performances of our freshmen and
sophomores in the match."
In singles action, the netters
broke even. Wardlaw and Thomas,
at the first and second spots, easily
6-triumphed 6-and 6-- 6-respectively. Crazier, playing a
substitute role at third singles, lost
.
while Tonian continued
his consistent play at fourth singles,
.
Baka lost at
winning
fifth singles 36.
as did Rabin at
5-- 7.

-

Rachel Heyse cut another five
seconds of her 1300 time bringing
it to 5.04. Heyse earned a second
in the 1,500 and a fourth in the
3,000. Heyse also anchored the
1,600 meter relay team of Amy
McChimpha, Kathy Blood, and
Laurel Dowd which came in

IN THE RAMAD A INN

.

248 W. North

0

6-- 5

"
Scotties.
;
Again Rachel Heyse continued
to bring in points for Wooster by
winning both the 1,500 and 800.
Penny Price pjaced third in the
1,500 while Rachel Swanger and
Peggy Elder placed third and
fourth in the 800. Kathy Blood
came in third in the 400.
The mile relay team of Heather
Murphy, Rachel Heyse, Laurel
Dowd and Amy McClumpha won
the last event of the day. the 1.600
meter relay.
The - Scotties will host the
Wooster invitational Saturday,
May 10.

-- I

iQJlMfiH
1

.

jump in tlie long jump.:
Charlene Kemp placed fourth in
the same event- - The two sisters
continued their scoring by placing
second and third in the 1C0 meter
dash and the 100 meter hurdles.
Pam Willis and Char Inforzato
joined them to grab a second in the
'"
400 meter relay.
Pam Willis ran her fastest time
ever to place third in the 200. Willis
also ran a leg on the 800 sprint
medley relay of Char Inforzato,
Darlene Kemp and Molly Rudman
which placed third.
72

Pike's Peak
Camera Shop

i

I
I

n

ar

A

,

Ann Esgar and Hope Sheppard
will compete at state, although they
did not pull out victories last
weekend.
The Scotties are ranked third in
the state, behind Denison and
Ohio Wesleyan. Finalists this weekend travel to Wisconsin next week
for the NCAA regionals. -

Scot Netters Upset Heidelberg, Go
In

the two Kemps and Willis to win
the 800 sprint medley relay.
Heather Murphy cut two
seconds off her 400 meter hurdle
time 'and won the event, and
Penny Price came in third for the

176"

.i

r

.

placing third, Kathy Blood joined"

Wooster's only first place with a

.1
.
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